Memorandum
To: Bar Advisory Board
From: Maureen Tighe, Chief Bankruptcy Judge
March 8, 2021
Re: Results of Bar Survey concerning remote hearings during pandemic
As a project of the court’s Bar Advisory Board, I asked a group of bar association leaders to design a
questionnaire with input from the court to give the judges feedback about how virtual proceedings are
going during the pandemic and what we should consider as we move back to in-person proceedings.
Richard Marshack, Anerio Altman, Peter Mastan and Ed Hays did a great job drafting the questions and
getting it distributed among all the bankruptcy bar associations in the district. They were so effective at
getting the survey out that we have been overwhelmed with over 400 responses. Special thanks goes to
Pete Athey, our Senior Court Analyst, who labored endless hours putting all those comments into a
format everyone could more easily read.
You may look at the size of the attached document and be reluctant to start reviewing such a long
report. Rest assured that most results are tabulated in the first 14 pages. Because we did not know how
people were experiencing the “virtual court” and wanted to get as much feedback as possible, there
were many open-ended questions. This resulted in hundreds of comments, many of which were
repetitive. We have tried to address this by summarizing them in an appendix. This will allow you to
read only pages 1 – 14 and to keep reading only if you’d like to drill down to all comments.
The results confirmed much of what the judges suspected but provided detail that will make our
decisions going forward more informed by the opinions of the court users. For example, we have been
moving heavily towards free remote services because coming in person to court to avoid paying a fee
has not been an option during the pandemic. We learned that there is a very strong preference among
the bar for Zoom.gov (74%) over CourtCall (10%) or WebEx (4%). We gained some tips on what court
users found easier with remote hearing connections: clear and easy procedures, no prior registration
requirements and judges making it clear who should speak when.
While we have been closed to in-person proceedings, we have been very concerned with access issues
due to either technology challenges or lack of representation. It was both reassuring and surprising to
see how overwhelming the responses were on questions related to adequate access. Over 95% of the
respondents reported that they had not encountered any difficulties communicating with court and
chambers staff. Difficulties with internet connection were mentioned by a number of people, but 82%
said they had not experienced technological difficulties with accessing the court remotely.
In response to whether self-represented litigants are being served by having remote appearances, 80%
of respondents said yes. To our surprise, remote appearances may often be better for these litigants.
Our fantastic pro bono volunteers and leaders drew on their experiences helping self-represented
litigants to respond to this question, and we have not been able to poll self-represented litigants
themselves, but this is still encouraging news.

Some information will be used for planning future ways to assist the bar in accessing the court
effectively. While 78% stated that ongoing training to use CM/ECF was not necessary, the court can
focus on what specifically the 21% said was necessary to cover in ongoing CM/ECF training.
As expected, court hearings are not all that is occurring remotely – 83% of respondents are participating
in other video legal proceedings such as depositions, 2004 exams, meetings of creditors and judgment
debtor exams. Knowing this gives us greater incentive to be efficient and help us all avoid screen
burnout.
One critical question we will hopefully need to start answering soon is when and how do we start inperson proceedings again. While a small group expressed the desire to return to in-person proceedings
immediately, the vast majority want to wait until most people are vaccinated. Knowing your concerns
helps us in making this hard decision.
Regardless of when in-person proceedings will be possible, the overwhelming majority of comments
also support continued video and phone hearings. The convenience and cost savings to the
professionals and parties is significant. Not surprisingly though, the bar is also concerned about the lack
of interaction with colleagues and the ability to determine credibility in face-to-face hearings or trials.
Opinions differed sharply on when and how to appear in-person, reinforcing the need to evolve to some
sort of hybrid system with some in-person and some remote hearings. Knowing what types of hearings
attorneys believe need to be in-person will help us in sorting that out. Trials and evidentiary hearings
were the only types of proceedings that a majority of respondents thought had to be in-person once inperson proceedings are safe. Even those were not as overwhelmingly in favor of in-person as I would
have thought-- 67% believe in-person appearances should be required for trials and 51% for evidentiary
hearings. The vast majority think all other types of proceedings can be conducted remotely. Naturally,
the facts of each case, type of proceeding and professionals involved will have to be considered in that
decision, so the detail and thought provided by the respondents is very informative.
I greatly appreciate all the people who took the time to complete the survey, including providing
detailed comments. I suspect there are many more comments to highlight, but you can read them and
draw your own conclusions. I hope you find reading them as helpful as I did.

Summary of Bar Survey Done in February 2021 About COVID-19 Response In
Court Proceedings, Central District of California
Q1
THE PERSON COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS PRIMARILY A:
Choices
Percentage Responses
Debtor’s Counsel Focus on Consumer
45.71%
192
Creditor’s Counsel
18.81%
79
Debtor’s Counsel Focus on Business
12.14%
51
Chapter 7 Trustee’s Counsel/Trustee
10.24%
43
Chapter 13 Trustee’s Counsel/Trustee
1.43%
6
United States Trustee
1.43%
6
Other (please specify)
10.24%
43
TOTALS
100.00%
420
To view the comments left by respondents selecting 'Other' please click here.
Q2
PLEASE INDICATE THE PERCENTAGE OF YOUR WORK IN THE FIELD OF BANKRUPTCY
Of the 413 responses the average was 78%.
Q3
PLEASE INDICATE THE PERCENTAGE OF YOUR TOTAL WORK YOU PERFORM IN THE FIELD OF
BANKRUPTCY IN EACH AREA:
Avg. Percentage
Debtor representation with a focus on Consumer Law
Creditor representation primarily in business cases.
Debtor representation re: Business Reorganization
Trustee Representation
Serving as a Trustee
State Court litigation
Creditor representation with a primary focus on relief from stay.
Creditor representation primarily in consumer cases.
Creditor Committee Representation
Assisting Self Representation Litigants
Liquidator of Property of the Estate
Financial Advisor to Debtors
Representation of the United States Trustee
Preparing Tax Returns
Financial Advisory to Creditors
Other (not an option to input)
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53%
22%
22%
18%
16%
13%
10%
10%
5%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
0%
12%

Q4
POST COVID-19 PANDEMIC, IF YOU WERE STILL ABLE TO APPEAR REMOTELY FOR THE FOLLOWING
COURT HEARINGS, WOULD YOU PREFER TO APPEAR BY VIDEO OR BY PHONE?
VIDEO

341(a) Meeting of the Creditors
Relief From Stay Hearings
Law and Motion
Case Dispositive Motions (MSJ, Motion to
Dismiss on Pleadings, etc.)
Reaffirmation Hearings
Status conferences
Chapter 11 Status Conference
Disclosure Statement hearings
Chapter 11 Confirmation hearings
Chapter 13 Confirmation hearings
Other Evidentiary Hearings
Trials
Other (please specify)

45.67%
153
47.11%
155
61.11%
198
67.58%
221
30.70%
97
43.03%
142
47.08%
145
54.55%
168
59.42%
183
39.62%
126
73.04%
233
77.81%
235

PHONE

NO
PREFERENCE

38.51%
129
33.74%
111
25.00%
81
18.96%
62
32.28%
102
36.97%
122
23.05%
71
16.56%
51
11.04%
34
25.16%
80
11.29%
36
6.29%
19

15.82%
53
19.15%
63
13.89%
45
13.46%
44
37.03%
117
20.00%
66
29.87%
92
28.90%
89
29.55%
91
35.22%
112
15.67%
50
15.89%
48

19 responses

To view the comments left by respondents selecting 'Other' please click here.
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TOTAL

335
329
324
327
316
330
308
308
308
318
319
302

Q5
POST COVID-19 PANDEMIC, WHAT TYPES OF CONTESTED HEARINGS, IF ANY, SHOULD REQUIRE IN-PERSON
APPEARANCES? WHY?
YES
NO
N/A
TOTAL
22.26%
73.67%
4.08%
341(a) Meeting of the Creditors
71
235
13
319
8.23%
87.34%
4.43%
Relief from Stay Hearings
26
276
14
316
15.06%
80.77%
4.17%
Law and Motion
47
252
13
312
36.66%
57.56%
5.79%
Case Dispositive Motions (MSJ, Motion to Dismiss on
Pleadings, etc.)
114
179
18
311
8.52%
73.11%
18.36%
Reaffirmation Hearings
26
223
56
305
6.29%
88.41%
5.30%
Status conferences
19
267
16
302
7.59%
69.97%
22.44%
Chapter 11 Status Conference
23
212
68
303
20.40%
58.19%
21.40%
Disclosure Statement hearings
61
174
64
299
32.78%
45.70%
21.52%
Chapter 11 Confirmation hearings
99
138
65
302
12.26%
66.45%
21.29%
Chapter 13 Confirmation hearings
38
206
66
310
51.16%
36.88%
11.96%
Other Evidentiary Hearings
154
111
36
301
67.67%
23.00%
9.33%
Trials
203
69
28
300
10.83%
36.67%
52.50%
Other
13
44
63
120
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Q6
POST COVID-19 PANDEMIC, WHAT TYPES OF UNCONTESTED HEARINGS, IF ANY, SHOULD REQUIRE IN-PERSON
APPEARANCES? WHY?
YES
NO
N/A
TOTAL
14.29%
82.79%
2.92%
341(a) Meeting of the Creditors
44
255
9
308
4.25%
92.81%
2.94%
Relief from Stay Hearings
13
284
9
306
7.92%
88.78%
3.30%
Law and Motion
24
269
10
303
15.74%
80.00%
4.26%
Case Dispositive Motions (MSJ, Motion to Dismiss on Pleadings,
etc.)
48
244
13
305
4.01%
82.94%
13.04%
Reaffirmation Hearings
12
248
39
299
4.08%
91.16%
4.76%
Status conferences
12
268
14
294
6.46%
73.13%
20.41%
Chapter 11 Status Conference
19
215
60
294
11.19%
70.17%
18.64%
Disclosure Statement hearings
33
207
55
295
16.67%
63.61%
19.73%
Chapter 11 Confirmation hearings
49
187
58
294
7.36%
77.26%
15.38%
Chapter 13 Confirmation hearings
22
231
46
299
29.97%
57.58%
12.46%
Other Evidentiary Hearings
89
171
37
297
45.21%
42.47%
12.33%
Trials
132
124
36
292
5.59%
50.35%
44.06%
Other
8
72
63
143
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Q7
IN YOUR OPINION, ARE PARTIES APPEARING AS SELF REPRESENTED LITIGANTS BEING
SERVED BY HAVING REMOTE/VIRTUAL APPEARANCES?
Percentages Responses
Yes
80.20%
235
19.80%
58
No
186
Please explain your answer:
The following are the top comment themes:
Comments (selected 'Yes')
Savings on not having to travel / parking / daycare, etc.
Convenience / Comfort for debtor to appear remote
No prejudice to the case when done remotely
Remote hearings allow for better access to justice
Only if access to technology is available for SRL
Remote hearings are best option for health reasons
All Other Comments

Responses
51
29
13
7
3
2
27

Comments (selected 'No')
Responses
Struggle for some SRL to figure out technology
11
Process is more complicated for SRL when not in-person
9
Lose helpful interactions outside of the hearing
7
All Other Comments
21
To view the 'All Other Comments' left by respondents selecting please click here.
Q8
DO YOU HAVE CONCERNS WITH REMOTE APPEARANCES BEING OPTIONAL?
Percentages Responses
Yes
19.61%
61
80.71%
251
No
82
Comments:
To view the comments left by respondents please click here.
Q9
WHAT IS YOUR PREFERRED REMOTE CONNECTION? [E.G., ZOOMGOV, AT&T CONFERENCE
LINE, COURTCALL, OTHER (LIST OUT)]
Percentages Responses
ZoomGov
74.84%
232
CourtCall
10.32%
32
WebEx
4.19%
13
Other
10.65%
33
To view the comments left by respondents selecting 'Other' please click here.
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Q10
HAVE YOU ENCOUNTERED TECHNOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES WITH ACCESSING THE COURT
REMOTELY?
Percentages Responses
Yes
17.95%
56
82.05%
256
No
53
Comments:
To view the comments left by respondents please click here.
Q11
THE COURT HAS SUSPENDED CHAMBERS COPIES FOR PLEADINGS UNDER 25 PAGES
DURING THE PANDEMIC. IS THERE ANY REASON THE COURT SHOULD REQUIRE THE
DELIVERY OF COURTESY COPIES UNDER 25 PAGES IN LENGTH?
Percentages Responses
Yes
0.65%
2
99.35%
306
No
Q12
YOU SELECTED NO, PLEASE CHECK WHY YOU SAID NO:
Reduces paper.
Reduces delivery/travel costs.
Was unnecessary
Other (please specify)
To view the comments left by respondents please click here.

Percentages Responses
75.16%
230
74.84%
229
64.05%
196
20.59%
63

Q13
IF SELECTED YES TO Q12, PLEASE PROVIDE THE REASON WHY?
Responses (selected 'Yes')
Percentage Responses
Judges / Court staff to determine
50.00%
1
Only if Court is not receiving docs under LBR 9013-1(o)
50.00%
1
TOTALS
100.00%
2
Q14
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, HAVE YOU ENCOUNTERED ANY DIFFICULTIES
COMMUNICATING WITH COURT/CHAMBERS STAFF WITH REMOTE APPEARANCES?
Percentages Responses
Yes
4.84%
15
No
95.16%
295
Total
100.00%
310
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Q15
YOU SELECTED YES, PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT PROBLEMS YOU HAVE ENCOUNTERED?
Responses
Court staff / Chambers not returning calls
3
Audio / Video quality issues
3
All Other Responses
8
TOTALS
14
To view the comments left by respondents please click here.
Q16
IS THERE A NEED PROVIDE ONGOING TRAINING TO YOU AND YOUR STAFF TO USE
CM/ECF CORRECTLY?
Percentages Responses
Yes
21.04%
65
No
78.96%
244
Total
100.00%
309
Q17
YOU SELECTED YES, PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT TYPE OF TRAINING YOU
WOULD LIKE TO SEE?
Responses (selected 'Yes')
Host webinars / virtual training from basic to advanced
Providing an index of 'event' codes / how to use best
Updated video library would be helpful
Refresher training
Updated training on rule/process changes within CM/ECF
All Other Comments
TOTALS
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.

Responses
11
10
6
5
5
23
60

Q18
ARE YOU CONDUCTING OR PARTICIPATING IN DEPOSITIONS, 2004 EXAMINATIONS,
JUDGMENT DEBTOR EXAMINATIONS, MEETINGS OF CREDITORS, OR OTHER
EXAMINATIONS BY ZOOM, WEBEX, ETC.?.
Percentages Responses
Yes
83.17%
257
No
16.93%
52
Total
100.00%
309
If you selected no, please explain why not?
43
To view 'comments left by respondents please click here.
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Q19
YOU SELECTED YES, PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE BOXES BELOW:
341(a) Hearings
Depositions
2004 Exams
Judgment Debtor Exams
Other (please specify)
To view 'comments left by respondents please click here.

Percentages Responses
81.96%
209
41.57%
106
22.35%
57
11.37%
29
12.16%
31

Q20
REGARDING THE PREVIOUS QUESTION, WHAT ARE THE PROS AND CONS OF HOLDING THESE
MEETINGS REMOTELY, AND UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD WE CONTINUE TO
HOLD THESE MEETINGS REMOTELY POST COVID-19 PANDEMIC?
The following are the top comment themes:
Comments related to Pros
Savings on not having to travel / parking / daycare, etc.
Convenience / Comfort for debtor to appear remotely
In-person should be available only upon request
Remote hearings are best for health reasons / at risk population
Appearance attorneys are not necessary with remote hearings
Comments related to Cons
Face-to-face benefits understanding / determine credibility
Issue of handling exhibits in remote hearings
In-person eliminates coaching or manipulation
Technology know-how / learning curve
Loss of respect for formality / seriousness of matter
In-person is needed in instances of witness testimony
Lose helpful interactions outside of the hearing when remote
Non-muting during meetings / talking over others
Access to necessary technology for remote hearings
Translator services are better for in-person meetings
Verifying ID remotely is a challenge
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Responses
112
29
22
13
3

28
19
14
10
6
5
5
5
3
2
2

Q21
NAME TWO OR THREE JUDGES WHOSE REMOTE APPEARANCE PROCEDURES YOU
PARTICULARLY LIKE OR DISLIKE AND WHY?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Comments reflecting support of Zoom®
Comments reflecting a dislike of CourtCall
No Preference
Like Judges who hold telephonic hearings
Dislike telephonic hearings
Dislike AT&T Conference line
All judges should allow remote hearings
To view 'Comments' left by respondents please click here.

Responses
25
12
11
4
2
2
2

Q22
WITH REGARD TO REMOTE COURT HEARINGS, WHAT CHANGES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE
IMPLEMENTED?
The following are the top comment themes:
Responses
Working well as is
Supportive of Zoom/video
Uniformity of procedures / Consistency
Comments against the use of CourtCall
Better enforcement of mute
Prefer in-person hearings
Allow for option of remote or in-person
Prefer to listen/view other hearings while waiting
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.

Responses
74
27
14
12
7
7
5
3
69

Q23
DO YOU FIND THE COURT’S REQUIREMENT OF A WET SIGNATURE ON ANY DOCUMENT
SUBMITTED BY A CLIENT UNDULY BURDENSOME AT THIS TIME?
Percentages Responses
58.78%
174
41.22%
122
100.00%
296

Yes
No
Total
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Q24
IF “YES” HOW COULD THE COURT ENSURE THE VERACITY OF THE DECLARATIONS FILED IN
CM/ECF?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Attorney should verify the signature of the debtor
Comments supporting use of DocuSign®
Wet Signatures
Debtor should be responsible for their signature
Comments supporting use of AdobeSign®
Attorneys should be trusted / Penalty of Perjury
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.

Responses
52
28
11
11
8
8
39

Q25
WHILE USING ZOOM, WOULD A LOCAL RULE REQUIRING YOUR ZOOM TILE IDENTIFY
YOUR NAME AND MATTER BE OBJECTIONABLE?
Percentages Responses
7.80%
23
92.20%
272
100.00%
295

Yes
No
Total

Q26
IF YOU ANSWERED “YES”, WHAT WOULD BE YOUR CONCERNS WITH THIS
REQUIREMENT?
The following are the top comment themes:
Responses
Constantly changing tile for different matters
Understanding how to with the technology
Should not have to if attending as an observer
Too many rules, this is just another one
Prefer to enter name, but not the matter

Responses
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7
4
4
3
3

Q27
WOULD A LOCAL RULE REQUIRING YOU TO MAINTAIN A GOOD CONNECTION BY PHONE
OR BY VIDEO WHEN APPEARING REMOTELY BE OBJECTIONABLE?
Percentages Responses
31.08%
92
68.92%
204
100.00%
296

Yes
No
Total
Q28
IF YOU ANSWERED “YES”, WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?

The following are the top comment themes:
Responses
A good internet/phone connections is outside of our control
A local rule is not necessary / going too far
Need to define 'good connection'
disproportionately hurts lower-income individuals
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.

Responses
63
6
5
3
20

Q29
THE LOCAL RULES REQUIRE PARTIES TO “MEET AND CONFER” PRIOR TO THE FILING OF
ANY MOTION IN THE BANKRUPTCY COURT. WOULD A FURTHER SUPPLEMENT TO THE
LOCAL RULES REQUIRING PARTIES APPEARING REMOTELY TO ATTEMPT TO AGAIN “MEET
AND CONFER” PRIOR TO THE HEARING ITSELF, AFTER THE PLEADINGS ARE CLOSED, BUT
PRIOR TO THE HEARING DATE, BE OBJECTIONABLE?
Percentages Responses
Yes
32.32%
96
No
67.68%
201
Total
100.00%
297
Q30
IF YOU ANSWERED “YES”, WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Over regulation / unnecessary duplication
Comments noting the meeting is a 'waste of time'
Attorneys are already supposed to be doing this
Additional costs
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.
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Responses
34
19
8
6
21

Q31
IN YOUR OWN WORDS, AT WHAT POINT WOULD YOU BE COMFORTABLE RETURNING TO
IN-PERSON HEARINGS? IN ANSWERING THIS PLEASE CONSIDER:
A. WHAT FACTORS DO YOU CONSIDER IN ORDER TO EVALUATE BEING COMFORTABLE TO
RETURN TO IN-PERSON HEARINGS?
B. WHAT STANDARDS DO YOU THINK THE COURT SHOULD REQUIRE BEFORE RETURNING
TO IN-PERSON HEARINGS?
C. ARE THERE ANY STEPS THAT THE COURT CAN TAKE IN ORDER TO MAKE YOU MORE
COMFORTABLE IN RETURNING TO IN-PERSON HEARINGS?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Majority of population should be vaccinated for in-person
Prefer to return to in-person immediately
No in-person until the pandemic is declared over
No in-person until the respondent themself is vaccinated
Court must have temperature scanners / distancing practices
Herd Immunity must be achieved
No in-person until all parties are vaccinated / provide proof
Prefer to never return to in-person
No in-person until a specific date is reached.
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.

Responses
27
22
22
18
16
16
13
5
4
117

Q32
IN YOUR OWN WORDS, WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS THAT YOU SEE TO CONTINUING TO
HAVE REMOTE HEARINGS?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Parties save on not having to travel / parking / missing work
Convenience / Comfort for parties to appear remote
No benefit to remote hearings
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.
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Responses
175
129
7
34

Q33
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS WITH IN-PERSON HEARINGS THAT ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN
REMOTE?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Face-to-face benefits understanding / determine credibility
Interaction w/ colleagues / ability to cut deals in the hallway
No benefits
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.

Responses
71
67
36
78

Q34
IF THE COURT HAD REASON TO PERMIT CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF LITIGANTS (FOR
EXAMPLE UNREPRESENTED PARTIES) TO APPEAR REMOTELY WHEN OTHERS ARE
REQUIRED TO APPEAR IN PERSON, WOULD THAT OFFEND YOU?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses related to 'Yes'
Respondents stating, they would be offended
All litigants should be treated equal (this favors SRL)
All parties should be allowed to appear remotely
Not logical / doesn't make sense
Health issues or individuals w/ disabilities should be a factor
All Other Comments
Responses related to 'No'
Respondents stating, they would be not offended
SRL should appear in person as it benefits them
Except in contested matters, evidentiary hearings, and trials
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.
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Responses
156
31
10
6
3
23

94
6
5
7

Q35
PLEASE TELL US IN YOUR OWN WORDS WHEN IF EVER DO YOU BELIEVE WE SHOULD
ALLOW REMOTE APPEARANCES OR OTHER TELEPHONIC OR VIDEO, AND WHEN SHOULD
IN COURT APPEARANCES BE REQUIRED?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Only when there is a contested / evidentiary hearing
All hearings should be remote
In-person should be available only upon request
The discretion of the judge to determine
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.

Responses
121
30
25
22
31

Q36
WHAT ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OR OBSERVATIONS WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE
REGARDING ATTENDING HEARINGS REMOTELY OR ANY OTHER ISSUE OR MATTER
RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF BANKRUPTCY CASES?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Comments supporting remote hearing for the future
Request for uniformity / consistency all judges
Advantages to in-person hearings
All Other Comments
To view 'All Other Comments' left by respondents please click here.
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Responses
48
7
6
46

APPENDIX
Q1
Below are the 43 comments left by respondents selecting 'Other':
Chapter 7 Trustee
paralegal
Government Counsel
equally represents, debtors, creditors and trustees
Judge
I represent both debtors and creditors
Chapter 7 Trustee Administrator
Family Law and Estate Planning Attorney
Debtor attorney and appearance attorney for debtors and creditor attorneys
Civil litigator
Member of the Bar
accountant
in-house counsel interfacing with creditor counsel for the institution
CPA
Business litigator
Also committee counsel often
Financial Planner CFP(r)
Attorney
Private Governmental Defense Litigator
Attorney not practicing bankruptcy
Paralegal, SFV Self-Help Desk
Subchapter V Trustee
Debtor's Paralegal
Trustee Administer
judge
accountant who practices primarily in central district and southern district
Professor of Law (former Debtor's Counsel)
Business Chapter 11 committee and creditor practice
debtor and creditor
Debtor, creditors and trustee's counsel focusing on consumer and business matters
All above except it’s and 13 tr
Financial Advisors
Consumer, business and creditor’s counsel
I represent anyone who will pay
Fiduciary Services
Debtors' and Creditors' Counsel with focus of Consumer and Business
I represent both debtors and creditors and usually in bankrupty litigation.
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Real Estate Agent
Govt Attorney
Chapter 7 Trustee
attorney
split consumer and small business, debtor and creditor
Appearance Attorney
Q4
Post Covid-19 Pandemic, if you were still able to appear remotely for the following court hearings,
would you prefer to appear by video or by phone?
VIDEO

341(a) Meeting of the Creditors
Relief From Stay Hearings
Law and Motion
Case Dispositive Motions (MSJ, Motion to
Dismiss on Pleadings, etc.)
Reaffirmation Hearings
Status conferences
Chapter 11 Status Conference
Disclosure Statement hearings
Chapter 11 Confirmation hearings
Chapter 13 Confirmation hearings
Other Evidentiary Hearings
Trials

45.67%
153
47.11%
155
61.11%
198
67.58%
221
30.70%
97
43.03%
142
47.08%
145
54.55%
168
59.42%
183
39.62%
126
73.04%
233
77.81%
235

PHONE

38.51%
129
33.74%
111
25.00%
81
18.96%
62
32.28%
102
36.97%
122
23.05%
71
16.56%
51
11.04%
34
25.16%
80
11.29%
36
6.29%
19

Other (please specify)

NO
PREFERENCE

15.82%
53
19.15%
63
13.89%
45
13.46%
44
37.03%
117
20.00%
66
29.87%
92
28.90%
89
29.55%
91
35.22%
112
15.67%
50
15.89%
48

19 responses

Below are the 19 comments left by respondents selecting 'Other':
Chapter 7 Trustee
Prefer in person meetings. People need to meet face to face!
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TOTAL

335
329
324
327
316
330
308
308
308
318
319
302

Where is the option for in-person?
It is great to have both options available!
I would appear for a trial in person.
Trials need to be in person
Probably have to be in person if permitted by pandemic circumstances
video depends on whether extensive oral arguments or evidence of be presented
I would prefer to never appear via telephone or video again
I don't approve video or phone appearance. tell the courts that remote hearings are generally
unacceptable and that in-person court hearings should always be available. This is part of an effort to
literally deprive litigants of “their day in court"
Evidentiary and Trials - in person.
mediations
Both video and phone (including as backup if video does not work) would be good; survey answer
options does not allow both options to be selected.
Prefer live in person trial for evidentiary matters
zoom is the best invention since PDF
No preference if both provided by court; video would be preferred if phone is by outside provider
(costing money)
I would like to appear in person.
I strongly prefer hearings in person. Representing the movant or plaintiff, I have done one trial, one
evidentiary hearing and one contested plan confirmation hearing with testimony by phone. It is very
difficult.
We should definitely continue holding 341's remotely. Trials should be in person if at all possible
I never want to appear for a trial via video or telephone, always in person.
Q7
In your opinion, are parties appearing as Self Represented Litigants being served by having
remote/virtual appearances?
The following are the top comment themes:
Comments (selected 'Yes')
Savings on not having to travel / parking / daycare, etc.
Convince / Comfort for debtor to appear remote
No prejudice to the case when done remotely
Remote hearings allow for better access to justice
Only if access to technology is available for SRL
Remote hearings are best option for health reasons
All Other Comments
Comments (selected 'No')
Struggle for some SRL to figure out technology
Process is more complicated for SRL when not in-person
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Responses

Responses

51
29
13
7
3
2
27

11
9

Lose helpful interactions outside of the hearing
All Other Comments

7
21

Below are the comments left by respondents from 'All Other Comments':
Respondents that selected 'Yes':
Where credibility is an issue, Trustees and Court should be able to see the debtors or creditors
Most people are learning and have learned to use electronics for video conference.
Most are v. simple. Could be in person for a continued hearing.
Same problems in person or remote.
Self Represented Litigants have the ability to consult with attorneys as they deem necessary, and have
the internet at their disposal. I see no cons by not requiring in-person appearances at non-contested
matters. If contested, they have the choice of meeting with an attorney at their will, without the
stress of traveling to the courthouse.
However, I do think that it is imperative that the pro se clinic remains open to help them
We should make sure they are receiving docs
I haven't seen any issues either via phone or Zoom
Parties who cannot afford counsel often also have issues securing time off for work. Appearing
remotely lessens their burden in seeking relief from the court.
As long as they are heard they get their day in court
As as attorney, I have received very detailed instructions on the remote/virtual appearance
procedures. I imagine Self Represented Litigants receive the same instructions. The instructions make
the virtual appearances very easy.
Talking to Pro se people they know how to file the case when the courts are closed and they know
how to show up virtually
Only if given significant latitude regarding all administrative issues
from my experience they seem to have adapted to remote 341a hearings, but can't say as to how they
do in other matters
Video appearance works as well as in person appearances for most matters
As a chapter 7 trustee using Zoom for my 341(a) meetings, I have had excellent participation by pro se
debtors. I would estimate that I have had fewer non-appearances by pro se debtors using Zoom than
when hearings are in-person.
Yes, they can hear and see everything as if they were in court in person.
As long as they have detailed instructions regarding the hearing.
Everyone is able to use a telephone and most can get assistance learning how to use Zoom
While not everyone has a computer, everyone has a phone. I see no harm in allowing them to appear
in court, but shouldn't be required to do so.
remote/virtual appearances are better for everyone
Self-Represented Litigants should not receive special dispensation, but often do.
Reaffirmation and 341 hearings with self-represented debtors have gone well.
in-person should be available if requested but tel appearance is effective in most cases.
I've noticed that many individual debtors appear at Zoom hearings.
For hearings yes, for filings not really.
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They still get their day in court
Respondents that selected 'No'
People need to be involved.
I think this depends on how clear notices are and how accessible the information about virtual
appearances is and whether or not those appearances require cost. I like the zoom appearances
because they don't cost money like court call does.
They shouldn’t rep themselves either way as they think bk is easy to do.
The remote appearances are sufficient for those parties that have experience. There is learning that
occurs when in the courtroom observing the proper procedures for both Pro Pers and newer
attorneys.
being in the courtroom is important
They don’t get to watch and learn as much
Video is better
I have not yet had the opportunity to witness pro se parties work remotely other than at 341 hearings
people need to see the judge and other side when dealing with such important stuff. People are more
harsh and less compassionnate when talking on the phone. In-person is just more civil. Period.
I don't have an opinion, but that option wasn't given.
Pro se litigants have access to a court that allows them to things they would never do if standing in
front of the Court.
Unrepresented parties should appear in person.
Self represented may face stiff challenges in Virtual appearance, fairer option in person.
It helps Self represented to appear without paying parking fees or worrying about transportation to
the meeting, however, many do not silence their electronic devises and add significant difficulty to
completing a timely hearing.
Most Self Represented Litigants Will Be At A Severe Disadvantage
It's hard to say but not being in a court a lot they may not understand the magnitude of what is going
on
I believe that in most cases, self represented "pro per" litigants are better served by in-person
hearings. However, I think that a "pro per" litigant should have the choice of virtual or in-person
events.
They are not "helped." As a matter of human nature, easier to empathize with a live person in front of
you.
This is difficult to answer. Debtor attorneys firmly believe that their client has to have "skin in the
game" to be successful in their case. Remote/virtual appearances can actually lower the bar for self
represented litigants, but if I know I have to get in my car and drive to Riverside and face the Judge in
person, I'm more likely to shoulder my responsibility for filing documents, cooperating with the
trustee, etc.
For 341 - same as previous answers re: 341's
difficult to properly advise clients remotely
Q8
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Do you have concerns with remote appearances being optional?
Percentages
Responses
19.61%
61
80.71%
251
82

Yes
No
Comments:
The following are the top comment themes:
Comments (selected 'Yes')
Concern in-person parties have advantage over remote parties
Concern not all judges will allow remote hearings
Need consistent approach / either remote or in-person
All hearings should be in-person
Lose helpful interactions outside of the hearing when remote
Face-to-face benefits understanding / determine credibility
Remote hearings may provide an opportunity for chicanery
Loss of respect for formality / seriousness of matter
The discretion of the judge to determine
Remote hearings are best option for health reasons
In-person should be available only upon request
All Other Responses
TOTALS
Comments (selected 'No')
General supportive comments about remote hearings
In-person should be available only upon request
Savings on not having to travel / parking / daycare, etc.
The discretion of the judge to determine
Concern in-person parties have advantage over remote parties
All Other Responses
TOTALS

Responses

Responses

10
6
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
12
50

8
8
3
2
1
9
31

Below are the comments left by respondents from 'All Other Comments':
Comments (selected 'Yes')
Only as far as connectivity issues, but that is also the same for CourtCall appearances, and that is the
appearing parties' responsibility.
Too many distractions; translation service is limited
The low cost allows gratituous appearances and challenges that are barely in good faith. Like
shareholders sniping at a 341 meeting. They are out of the money.
Unless you force people to change to a new more efficient way of handling their affairs, they won't
do it. Video appearance should be mandatory for most hearings.
This would depend on the circumstances. I do not think optional remote appearances would work for
341(a) hearings, it needs to be live or remote given the technical and hardware issues that would be
involved. I believe for court appearances, it would be more of a case by case determination.
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I prefer remote appearance
The process of appearance facilitates resolution. Certain practitioners may "hide" behind the remote
appearance. It is easier to take less tenable positions when one never has to "shake the hand" of their
adversary.
Remote appearances should be allowed in most matters.
The system will not work efficiently
If given the choice, the trend would be toward in person.
The logistics of some appearing in person and some remotely needs to be addressed.
Generally no, but yes for trials.
Comments (selected 'No')
But if adversary wants to appear in person, I still want to be to appear by zoom.
not if it's the attorney's option, not the judicial officer's.
If its important, a good attorney will show up
Though counsel appearing in-person should be required to give advance notice of such to other
affected parties and counel.
No. I don't think this is any different than we've done in the past with telephonic appearances when
necessary (e.g. attorney unable to make it to the courthouse, etc.) One party might be in the court,
and the other on the phone. Happens all the time.
It can be changed to be designated as one method or the other, if making it optional doesn't work
out.
Someone else's decision does not affect me
I think certain judges look unfairly on chapter 13 debtor attorneys and if it were not for the
pandemic, would not let debtor counsel appear remotely.
provided that the video technology also adequately captures persons in the courtroom at the podium
Q9
What is your preferred remote connection? [e.g., ZoomGov, AT&T conference line,
CourtCall, other (list out)]
The following are the top comments for those selecting 'Other':
Responses

No preference
AT&T Conference line
Service must be free, no charges/fees
Zoom® specifically for 341(a) meetings
Telephonic service only
Need consistent approach / use one technology
Google Meet®
The Conferencing Center®
All Other Comments
TOTALS
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8
3
2
2
4
2
1
1
10
33

Q10
Have you encountered technological difficulties with accessing the court remotely?
The following are the top comment themes:
Comments (selected 'Yes')
Earlier issues with CourtCall® now resolved
At home Internet reliability
Non-muting during meetings
Lost connections
Audio breakup
Video did not work properly
Dropped calls through AT&T Conference line
All Other Responses

Responses

2
6
3
4
5
2
1
15
38

TOTALS
Comments (selected 'No')
There have been no issues
Minor temporary issues resolved shortly
All Other Responses

Responses

7
2
5
14

TOTALS
Q12
You selected no, please check why you said no:

Percentages Responses
75.16%
230
74.84%
229
64.05%
196
20.59%
63

Reduces paper.
Reduces delivery/travel costs.
Was unnecessary
Other (please specify)
The following are the top comments for those selecting 'Other':

Responses

All of the above reasons
Judges / Court staff to determine
Copies are not necessary due to CM/ECF / PACER
Court should print out copies if needed
All Other Responses
TOTALS
Q15
You selected Yes, please explain what problems you have encountered?
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3
9
9
8
34
63

Responses

Court staff / Chambers not returning calls
Audio / Video quality issues
All Other Comments
TOTALS

3
3
8
14

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
Needed certified copy but during hard lock down mail wasn’t open daily. Despite this, Clerk’s staff
was v. accommodating.
Only because there was no uniformity with the Judges and Trustees, did we have issues at first (i.e.
some require you to email them ahead of time to appear at any hearing, some use zoom, some
require parties to pay for courtcall, some have a free phone line to call, etc). After each Judge’s
system was learned we had no issues.
I rarely make the contact myself but rely on my assistant. When we are working in different remote
locations this ads another barrier.
it is cumbersome to be in video and simultaneously calling on tele to get clerk or court staff.
Where advance approval was required, registering to appear past the deadline but before the
hearing, was not possible.
Some difficulty with the procedures for real time, on the spot, communications with the Court's clerk
and staff.
Early on we had some technical difficulties with an appearance before Judge Bason. His court
reporter was unable to let us know that she was able to record the appearance. Got through it with
a few interruptions. No problems after that one experience.
when courts post tentative rulings after cutoff for signing up for courtcall, difficult to obtain
permission to appear even though in person appearances are not allowed
Q17
You selected Yes, please explain what type of training you would like to see?
comments
Responses (selected 'Yes')
Refresher training
Updated video library would be helpful
Providing an index of 'event' codes / how to use best
Updated training on rule/process changes within CM/ECF
Host webinars / virtual training from basic to advanced
All Other Comments
TOTALS
The following are the 'All Other Comments':
not getting in touch with staff and calls not being returned
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60
Responses

5
6
10
5
11
23
60

There are some common motions or filings that don't have obvious event codes. Perhaps for those
pleadings uploading a little instructions PDF on the page where the form is downloaded which
advises of the preferred event code would be great. Or maybe including this information in the next
revised local rules???
individual assistance by phone.
ease of filing, how best to file and serve
More information desk assistance in filing. I'm doing it without the help of a secretary.
Need to be able to call someone if there is a glitch. Right now, the USBC is very efficient and
cooperative in this.
Training on how to upload the various kinds of filings and periodic review of the Court's required
electronic formatting requirements.
better explanation of the "search" bar feature before filing. When I finally discovered this it really
helped
It is always a good idea to keep our staff and attorneys trained on an on-going basis.
System is always changing & no one knows everything about how to file or access
There are a number of subtle but recurring problems with the system and periodic survey of the
problems and presentation of the response to repeated issues would be helpful
periodic zoom assistance
consistency of when certain documents are rejected and ability to serve debtors and parties without
counsel via electronic means; posting of all event codes online and when it is appropriate to use
certain event codes
I recently received a deficiency notice for Judge / Trustee assignment even though I had already
manually requested the assignment in ECF. When I called, helpline was unable to tell me why I would
have received this notice. This seems to be a new thing and concerns me because I sometimes file
multiple case and then assign Judge Trustee at the end of filing (to increase odds of cases being on
the same docket.)If Judge / trustee assignment is now being done differently, seems attorneys need
additional training / information about this. At the very least, we should not be receiving deficiency
notices that can't be explained when we contact the ECF help desk.
Internet connectivity and filing
I'm not sure. I have my first Zoom adversary action trial next month, so I'm sure to have some ideas
then.
More tutorials, detailed step-by-step instruction guides.
Training for office staff for matters that require selecting hearing date
the same just don't stop
Training on common mistakes by attorneys and debtors so that we learn to not repeat it.
There will always be occasions when difficulties with the system arise, so having a means to train or
re-train around these is essential.
There is always room for improvement and more knowledge.
Training should always be available so people wanting to enter the profession can easily do so.
Q18
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Are you conducting or participating in depositions, 2004 examinations, judgment debtor
examinations, meetings of creditors, or other examinations by Zoom, WebEx, etc.?.
Percentages Responses
Yes
83.17%
257
No
16.93%
52
Total
100.00%
309
If you selected no, please explain why not?
43
Q19
You selected yes, please check one of the boxes below:
Percentages
Responses
41.57%
106
22.35%
57
11.37%
29
81.96%
209
12.16%
31

Depositions
2004 Exams
Judgment Debtor Exams
341(a) Hearings
Other (please specify)

The following are the top comment themes from those selecting 'Other':
Responses
Percentage
Responses
Mediations
Confirmation hearings
Law and motion
Evidentiary hearings
All Other Responses
TOTALS
100.00%

10
7
3
2
9
31

Q21
Name two or three judges whose remote appearance procedures you particularly like or dislike and
why?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Comments reflecting in support of Zoom®
Comments reflecting a dislike of CourtCall
No Preference
Judges who hold telephonic hearings
Dislike telephonic hearings
Dislike AT&T Conference line
All judges should allow remote hearings

Responses

The following are the Comments:
I don’t like having to notify the court in advance.
notice being sent to parties.
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25
12
11
4
2
2
2

It is really not so much the issue of procedures but some judicial officers have a better command of
how the appearance proceeds.
I think the most important issue is to provide practitioners with specific instructions on what to
include in
Like procedures that are very simple and convenient
One judge manages her court calendar by Zoom very well. As to why, I presume she has trained her
staff well.
A judge showing a genuinely positive attitude toward zoom.
Some judges have refused to hold any hearings on dispositive motions (even legal issues on MSJs)
since the lockdown restarted. This has caused unnecessary suffering and prejudice to my clients who
need their disputes timely adjudicated.
Judge using Zoom is invaluable to see their faces when arguing a case.
Dislike: all judges that still use courtcall. Also, can they conduct hearings in chambers on a landline?
There are certain judges that can't hear most of the arguments because they are conducting hearings
on the bench
and the sound quality of phone appearances is bad.
I did notice that judges may have problems hearing due to the echo caused by the speakers in the
courtroom.
It might be best to encourage judges to consider headphones just as attorneys often use headphones
to improve audio quality.
Note that early in the pandemic, I had Voice Over IP (VOIP) quality issues. The pandemic encouraged
me to fix those issues through switching my VOIP provider.
I believe this may have caused some early audio quality issues for the court.
Where check in goes smoothly, and I like that judge uses Zoom, so all parties can see each other.
You can register for a Court Call appearance up until the time of the hearing.
I appreciate the flexibility in receiving the list from CourtCall.
that need to be made during that time. BAD
One trial was awesome; had a smooth law and motion calendar; Like where calendar is fast
I also like that the Judge and the Trustee post the Trustee's recommendations, so a Debtor's attorney
can confirm if no appearance is necessary.
I find the required supplemental notice of hearing tedious when most parties are attorneys or
trustees.
The Word document created for the supplemental notice has a format that gets messed up when you
try to copy and paste the Zoom info, so there is an extra formatting step that is a time-waster.
I could understand doing this if there was a self-represented party involved, but to have to do this on
matters like Chapter 13 Motion to Dismiss where the only parties are a represented Debtor and
Trustee seems unnecessary.
Judge’s deadline of "by noon the day before" is too tight because oftentimes attorneys are waiting to
hear from other parties re appearances
Judge's "Any telephonic appearance requests received by chambers less than 24 hours before the
scheduled hearing GENERALLY will be denied" is not reasonable
Want a phone number to call that does not require payment.
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A judge does court call but insists on personal appearances for status conferences and confirmations
and put cases off for months while requiring attorneys to be responsible for all payments
All are Ok. Better when Judge has pre-trial technical rehearsals with his staff that decreases the
likelihood of later technical problems
Where the judge is quick, efficient, welcoming of law students, and considerate of all parties in
attendance.
Having clear remote appearance procedures provided in their tentative rulings calendar online.
The roll calls judges conduct before their hearing calendars began really helped avoid any confusion.
For the few that never allowed court call, it’s great now not having to travel for hearings that were not
a big deal and was costly for client. So everyone benefits.
Her staff is extremely on the ball, and everything she does is extremely efficient
All the judges that are doing zoom appearances make it easier and we get to interact by seeing others
as well
Easy to register; no hard cost to the estate
The judge handles appearances very precisely
All have been by phone to date, which I am not a fan of.
Some judges are very organized and adept at the technology. Others seem to have difficulty
Very nimble with the technology.
Likes judge who embraces the technology and uses it properly.
Dislike judge wanting to have people in Courtroom even though it is a great burden on many
participants
It is efficient to email judge's deputy in advance to notify, but can still appear since logon information
is made easily available.
dislike use of Court Call, because more costly and need to be reserved in advance; unable to listen in
as a spectator or interested (non-appearing party).
I do think that free services like Zoom.gov should be the preferred method
I like the judge’s procedure of having the clerk read the default calendar into the record and providing
continued hearing dates if necessary.
One Judge has a form notice for video appearances that all judges should use.
A detailed tentative opinion makes non live appearances easier to prepare for.
Liked the judge saying what order people should talk and then calling each party to talk to avoid
talking over each other.
Judge handled a Zoom evidentiary hearing seamlessly.
One courtroom seems to have issues with telephonic hearing connections done with Courtcall and
judge gets frustrated with folks using that technology when the connection is muffled due to such
technology issues.
Judge requires the filing and service of a supplemental ZoomGov notice which helps facilitate firsttime appearances.
I have participated in remote hearing from all of the Division’s Judges. No problems with any of them.
All of the judges procedures are appropriate and usable to be heard before the court.
I prefer non courtcall since they do not require costs to appear
I like and support all video or phone appearances that are free. No court call due to costs
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Judges (and probably others) posts the zoom link / password in their tentative calendar--that is a
wonderful idea.
I dislike the concept of requiring permission to appear via Zoom or Courtcall during a pandemic
because that raises serious "access to courts" issues. In other words, if you aren't approved for
Courtcall/Zoom, you are effectively precluded from "your day in court" because (sometimes) you
cannot physically go to court during the pandemic.
I enjoyed the judge’s remote appearances due to the fact that it seemed to be the closest to being in
person.
I find ZoomGov preferable to Courtcall because I do not have a landline at home and can appear via
ZoomGov via my internet connection.
With Courtcall, most judges prohibit cell phones, so I have to go in to the office to appear.
Like where parties can appear by video, for free, at hearing they would like, without any prior notice,
just as anyone can walk into a courtroom and listen, in person.
Likes zoom link remaining the same and not rotating/changing - makes it very simple for all types of
parties to easily appear and be heard on matters of all types.
Judge’s free conference line is great too.
Requiring parties to be on the line at least 15 minutes prior to the hearing and taking attendance at
the beginning of the calendar before the Judge takes the bench/before the time of the hearing is very
efficient as well.
Judge and courtroom deputies really help the zoom hearings run smoothly.
For example, if the Court or another party has a bad connection or can't be heard well,
they step in and say something, which helps. I also like the waiting room procedure.
Like the judge to run their calendar effectively and control the hearing well even though remotely by
video.
I guess I have not seen much difference. They all seem pretty much the same
Use of zoomgov is greatly appreciated given ease of use (just click), no advance approval to register,
no advance registration deadline, and no charge.
zoom.gov has been great.
All of the judges who liberally allowed telephonic appearances previously have been great.
All appearances before all judges have been more than satisfactory.
The last time I had to appear for a confirmation hearing, it was by CourtCall.
Absent an alternative, I suppose it was preferable to driving to court.
However, CourtCall should be quickly driven out of business.
Suitable free platforms are available, so pay platforms should be avoided.
No one stands out as special (good or bad). Judges have been uniformly conscientious, patient, good
sports.
Some judges only use the phone. I prefer video.
Seeing the judge helps me present my arguments more efficiently and quickly.
ZoomGov - Easy to access and provides parties with as close to an in-person court appearance as can
be made
no pre-registration and good quality video.
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Q22
With regard to remote court hearings, what changes would you like to see implemented?
The following are the top comment themes:
Responses
Working well as is
Supportive of Zoom/video
Uniformity of procedures / Consistency
Comments against the use of CourtCall
Better enforcement of mute
Prefer in-person hearings
Allow for option of remote or in-person
Prefer to listen/view other hearings while waiting
All Other Comments

Responses

74
27
14
12
7
7
5
3
69

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
No more ZOOM.
Zoom is glitchy, judge had problems with it, some participants had problems with it, I got cut off, etc.
or similar free platforms, used on a regular basis.
No phone.
phone is insufficient
telephone conference
Courtcall for audio.
I much prefer Court Call to Zoom. Court Call is efficient and smooth.
I would like the 341(a)s to be video rather than by phone.
Would it be possible to allow counsel to have a separate room that the court can send counsel to for
the purpose of working out issues while they wait to be called? This takes the place of walking out
into the hall to "work it out."
I think all the judges should require the parties to indicate calendar number and party so that you can
tell who is appearing on any particular case.
Many judges already do this, but it would be nice if tentative rulings were posted at least 24 hours
ahead of the hearing if possible. That can save counsel and clients a lot of time preparing for the
hearing, especially on uncontested matters.
341(a) can be tedious to sit though...but not sure how to change that to make more streamline.
Remote hearings are getting easier and better. I think the ability to have a remote hearing from home
or the office is much better than when you are in the courtroom and the judge is remote. Except for
technology glitches, it is easier to hear the judge and the other parties.
All hearings "under 15 minutes" should be remote. Court should be able to mute parties as necessary
(for parties not yet appearing who can't figure out how to mute themselves)
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It's time efficient for Judge to identify who is present and whom they represent, rather than attorneys
stating appearances; only people speaking should have video on so we see them; if not speaking, turn
video of yourself off; provide the court with copies of exhibits it can see on own computer screen
prior to the hearing - takes some advance preparation. Speak clearly - don't trail off so we can hear.
Nothing else comes to mind now.
MORE TIMELY MOVING THRU THE CALENDAR FOR THE DAY
Tentative rulings required for all judges
Always the attorney's option to appear remotely on a standardized court video or telephonic system.
auto-identification of party speaking for the judge
Eliminate them for the main players for anything important. Zoom is better than Court Call, but it is
far less effective than live appearances, and dramatically reduces the ability to meet and discuss
things with your adversary and clients. matters simply don’t settle as easily now, as each side doesn’t
hear from the others, so clients get reinforcement from their attorneys point of view only.
More consistent rules regarding the order of people speaking and the handling of papers/exhibits.
So far so good, though it will be nice to have one location where all of the various procedures can be
found. In a perfect world, all judges should follow the same procedure, but that is not required.
Judges always have had "local local rules" on procedures.
If long matters, maybe stagger time of hearings to acommodate those waiting. Also, I think its
important to see attendee's face and, therefore, suggest that video appearance be mandatory unless
unavailable. Many people simply call in from smart phone and are on audio when video is available. I
prefer to see who is speaking.
All evidentiary hearings should require a prior technology dry-run.
A posted manner of access to each judge or trustee, similar to Webex
Better navigation when booking remote appearances online.
Flexibility for no shows in case there’s a technical reason. Perhaps have the clerk try to get in touch w
an attorney who hasn’t appeared.
I like when the Judge allows you to "check-in" in the chat box. That way you are confirmed for your
appearance.
Allow video/phone 341(a) Meetings, allow attorneys to "meet" virtually with clients, virtual signatures
I have seen some trustee’s allow one case into the meeting room at a time. This seems to keep things
running smoothly and are less chaotic for all involved since only the parties necessary to the hearing
are in the Zoom room. This has worked great. Less distractions.
Clear what order the docket would go in.
screen sharing, as needed.
Don’t make number 10 hearing on calendar call at same time as number 1. Break up hearings to 30
minute slots.
All judges should be required to implement. You should not have to first seek and obtain approval like
Judge Zurzolo requires
the ability to have hybrid capabilities so that those appearing by video can still be seen in the
courtroom and they can also see counsel and judge appearing in person
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For 341(a) -- place debtors who need translation services at end of calendar so we don't have to wait
40 minutes to be called.
More cameras and various angles for more expansive view of the courtroom or hearing room
Streamlined deadlines to sign up and streamlined procedures to sign up
I would like all appearing parties to make their faces visible.
maybe have all trustees utilize same system
Chapter 7 and 13 341a hearings done telephonically are going well. Courtroom hearings would be
less expensive if done like Judge Yun.
Chat window
To have a "chat room" for just the attorneys to confidentially discuss the case not in the presence of
clients.
I think attorneys should dress like they would for in person Court.
allow casual dress :-)
Document upload, screen sharing
have means to submit docs in meetings.
Mechanism and ability for parties to set up evidentiary hearing scheduling with the Court that may
not just be on one particular set date. With video perhaps some judges could have more than 2 or 3
rfs hearings per month.
2. Simple, universal notice language directing parties to refer to the presiding judge's zoom
instructions.
Blanket approval of remote appearances up 15 minutes before the hearing.
We need a way to raise our hand so as not to interrupt the court.
Some courts require the party giving notice also provide a separate notice regarding the hearing being
conducted remotely. It adds work that does not seem necessary or more courts would require it be
done.
court send out notice of Zoom/gov hearing information
I would like to see a system where parties are given a time to be available for a call from the court
when the matter is actually being called. I know this is probably not practical, especially if there are
multiple parties intending to appear.
Spacing hearing times so that the court has ample time to finish each calendar without creating a
backlog of attorneys and debtors who are waiting.
Better coordination as to hearing times so as to reduce the wait time while cases are called.
Better connections for clearer interactions. Often difficult to hear the judge
Record them, and make them available to the parties, or even the public.
Audio files after hearings should be posted to docket or made otherwise available. Audio files for 341
hearings as well - very difficult to get.
ensure opportunities for self-represented litigants to access/call in via phone
Instructions for self represented on hearing attendance?
Earlier notice of log-in procedures and information
None really. Standarized description of who is appearing for which matter may make it easier for the
court to find persons appearing on a crowded calendar
I would prefer returning to the usual requirement of in-person hearings unless a compelling reason is
shown to allow remote hearings (perhaps an elderly or ill client).
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Organization is key.
I'd like an announcement to be made at the beginning to turn off your camera if it is not your matter.
No pre-registration should be needed.
Earlier posting of tentative rulings, i.e., prior to 5:00 pm on the last business day prior to the hearing.
Q24
If “Yes” how could the court ensure the veracity of the declarations filed in CM/ECF?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Attorney should verify the signature of the debtor
Comments supporting use of DocuSign®
Wet Signatures
Debtor should be responsible for their signature
Comments supporting use of AdobeSign®
Attorneys should be trusted / Penalty of Perjury
All Other Comments

Responses

52
28
11
11
8
8
39

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
have people verify their signatures through webex or the like
Continue not allowing auto sign features; must have an unique holographic signature.
Signature authentication in advance
electronic signatures that verify the signer
We retain the original
Accept electronic signatures
Perhaps have client email approval to use /s/ and attach that email from client as an exhibit to an
electronic signature dec.
It has not been a problem in any other national courts in which I appear
seems like it is enough that the person signs and faxes or scans their signature. If someone is forging
a document, just as easy to do it wet as it is a fax
E-signatures seem to include sufficient metadata to prevent anyone trying to "pull a fast one," that is
failing to get a proper client signature.
PDF copies of signed pages should be sufficient with a simple form, also signed by the party, that the
PDF they email to their attorney is a true and correct document and signature.
Time stamp on each signature
By virtue of being filed.
that's up to the lawyer filing them
Go back to the old method.
videotaped signing sessions on Zoom; probably several other methods
Better software to detect a scanned signature
Electronic signature, such as they have been doing in the Nebraska bankruptcy Court for the last two
to three years. https://www.neb.uscourts.gov/rule-9011-1-signatures-and-document-retention:
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As used in the Nebraska Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy
Procedure including, but not limited to, Rule 9011, all of the following shall constitute a signature on
an electronically filed document: 1. A copy or digitally scanned image of the originally signed
document containing a wet ink signature. 2. An image with a signature captured electronically at
the time of document creation, and signatures created and verified by use of special software
programs for electronic signatures, such as DocuSign and SignEasy.
There is none. People will sign anything placed in front of them. That's part of what allowed the 2008
real property collapse get going. It is incumbent upon counsel to assure that signers truly know what
they are signing, but there are counsel who won't put the time into that. It's hopeless.
You only need proof if there is a dispute as to authenticity.
Attorney signature line
Copies of signatures via jpg or pdf should be allowed and the requirement for an attorney to maintain
a wet signature in file vacated.
During the zoom meetings, the Trustee or court can confirm that debtor actually signed the
declarations under penalty of perjury.
Not the court's job. The court necessarily trusts the ECF filers. If I am gone to do fraud, I will simply
forge the dec. A delusion to think that wet-ink requirement discourages fraud. The court should enter
the 21st Century.
This is 2021. Plenty of e-signature platforms. Personally think it's easier to fake a "wet signature"
then a e-signature.
I suspect that it's an issue without a real problem. Unless and until the court feels that the system is
being abused, a wet signature just adds to the burden of trying to run a case cost effectively.
PIN codes; Free verification of any document by inputting a code on the website. We can do this for
electronic banking so why not the court system too?
Require attorney to obtain confirmation from client before filing
Have counsel keep copy of wet signature
Photo copies of signatures are just as good a "wet" signatures. Requiring "wet" signatures is a real
inconvenience which requires face to face meetings between the attorney and client, which are not
necessary if proper identification procedures are followed.
Actual Signatures on the document but not wet. The clients don’t do it.
Even before Covid-19 there were severe penalties for committing a fraud on the court. Submitting a
false document or lying about a signature falls within that category.
I'm not sure how much having pdfs of "wet" signatures really improves veracity. Either way, you are
mostly relying on the attorney submitting it. Also, I don't think I've ever seen a dispute about a
signature submitted to the Bankruptcy Court.
there will always be parties abusing the system and recycling wet signatures. just have to hope they
are in the minority
absolutely ridiculous and clients don't like it either...go back to one paper sig and that's it
I don't see how a wet signature makes a declaration more or less truthful. I think you mean
"authenticity" not "veracity." Like "voter fraud," i think that the problem is probably overblown.
However, if there are some indicia of inauthenticity, then let the court require the declarant's
appearance by video.
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The court has been using testimony at the 341a as proof that the debtors signed the documents.
Further the court could implement e-signatures such as DocuSign to ensure the email registered is for
the debtor only for e-signatures.
I do not have an answer to this question but I do know that the U.S. District Court does not require
wet signatures.
attorneys represent - confirm with client -- they have tech issues
Q28
If you answered “Yes”, what is the problem?
The following are the top comment themes:
Responses
A good internet/phone connections is outside of our control
A local rule is not necessary / going too far
Need to define 'good connection'
disproportionately hurts lower-income individuals
All Other Comments

Responses

63
6
5
3
20

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
Not everyone has a stable connection 100% of the time.
I'd just put in Guidelines or Attorney Manual or a general order that a cell phone is not ok. This raises
an issue too. Any phone could "drop off" and the Court needs to detect that someone has dropped
off and needs to get back on the video. If the attorney wants to be heard, he'll make it his or her
business to be heard properly by the court. A local rule gets into sanctions if the rule is not followed
and that's not how we all want to spend time.
Technology can fail at any given moment despite preparation and tests.
I don't think anyone intentionally connects to Court proceedings with a bad connection. If there is a
continued problem with the attorney, can't he/she be punished in some other way?
If there were no exceptions
Sometimes those connections are simply not possible.
It is common sense to have a good connection.
internet providers are different and zip codes get better or worse connections. some people like me
have kids on school zooms. that impacts the connectivity
as long as there is a carveout for the unpredictable
The problem is that no sane lawyer would purposefully have a poor connection with the court. The
rules might however specifiy the type of connection that is acceptable- eg at least 50 mbs.
It's frankly not realistic and highly subjective. What constitutes a good connection? Everyone has
issues with their internet occasionally.
How do you enforce this? What's the penalty for not having a good phone connection? What if the
connection is good to begin with, but then goes bad during the call? What happens...call drops and
case gets dismissed? I think the local rules already cover requirements for an appearance. It's really
up to the caller to ensure that the connection is as stable as possible (i.e. don't use cell phones) but
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the reality is that most people don't have land lines anymore. Honestly, this has not been a big
problem in the 20 or so remote trustee meetings I've been involved. If a call drops, they call back in,
get put on 2nd call, things like that. I suppose a local rule could suggest a method of calling, but I'm
not sure mandating a certain quality is realistic.
If the connection is bad, the judge can just continue the hearing or rule on the papers. There is no
need for a rule demanding a solid connection.
Stupid and unnecessary. Like a requirement to use good grammar. The problem will cure itself. The
judge will say, "Counsel, I can't hear you." Judge will get annoyed. I will learn that I am not helping my
cause. If I'm not smart enough to learn that lesson (and not smart enough to understand that a good
phone is necessary), I'm not smart enough to find the local rules, let alone read them.
Many people only have cell phones and do not have access to land lines.
I assume anyone trying to avail themself of the technology is going to do the best they can to have a
good connection. Seems no need for a rule. And, how could it be enforced? If we are somehow cut
off, as I have been in the past on various calls, we have now violated a rule through no fault of our
own?
We are doing our best with technology. A problem with technology on an occasion should not result
in a violation of a local rule.
technology can be fickle
I think this mostly makes sense, so long as there is some degree of judicial flexibility if a connection is
not properly working for unknown reasons. There needs to be some sort of backup. For instance, if
the connection is too poor, the attorney should be able to
Requiring a landline is unrealistic and objectionable because many do not have landlines anymore and
operate entirely from cell phones, which largely provide reliable connections.
Q30
If you answered “Yes”, what is the problem?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Over regulation / unnecessary duplication
Comments noting the meeting is a 'waste of time'
Attorneys are already supposed to be doing this
Additional costs
All Other Comments

Responses

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
First, I didn't think any motion requires a meet and confer. I'm thinking of reaffirmation motions,
sale motions, abandonment motions for instance. I'm not sure why an additional meet and confer
layer would be needed.
So long as no status report is needed it would be fine
This should be voluntary - I don't think it is always productive to make parties meet and confer and
sometimes it further polarizes the parties.
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34
19
8
6
21

The parties already know each other's positions from the briefs. To meet and confer by telephone or
video does not "break the ice." Often, it take a personal touch of meeting in person at the courthouse
and off the record.
Once a matter is fully briefed and the time and expense is incurred, it is time to hear from the Court.
A meet and confer after receiving a preliminary tentative ruling may be productive.
This would be ideal, especially with complex motions, but not always possible or practical.
If it couldn't be worked out before filing the motion, all we are doing is adding additional expense.
The motion was filed because the Court's intervention was needed.
If appearing remotely, they should be able to "meet and confer" remotely.
At this stage parties are looking for the court to for dispositive answers.
zoom should have the ability to put parties in breakout rooms so that they can discuss prior to or
during the hearing
Depends upon the reason for the additional meet and confer.
Attorneys are not very good at acknowledging that they might be wrong.
The problem is that the second meet and confer requirement appears to be a solution in search of a
problem. What would the purpose of the second meet and confer be?
I was not aware of this local rule. I don't see the point of having a meet and confer before the
hearing.
I would not have objection if it was limited to motions to which a response is filed in opposition.
Adds a layer of expense. Generally, the parties will reach out if appropriate without the need for
forcing it.
An in person meet and confer was not required before.
It is a case by case basis. A meet and confer has already taken place. Typically, the prudent
practitioner will meet and confer again. If not, it is because any further conversation may be fruitless.
I would leave it to the genius of counsel.
Most meet and confers can be handled by email. This allows the parties to speak freely and keeps a
record of the meeting.
At that point in the litigation, I do not believe that such discussions would be fruitful.
depends if one party is pro se. not much to be gained when one side is not represented
Q31
In your own words, at what point would you be comfortable returning to in-person hearings? In
answering this please consider:
a. What factors do you consider in order to evaluate being comfortable to return to in-person
hearings?
b. What standards do you think the Court should require before returning to in-person hearings?
c. Are there any steps that the court can take in order to make you more comfortable in returning to
in-person hearings?
The following are the top response themes:
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Responses
Majority of population should be vaccinated for in-person
Prefer to return to in-person immediately
No in-person until the pandemic is declared over
No in-person until the respondent themselves is vaccinated
Court must have temperature scanners / distancing practices
Herd Immunity must be achieved
No in-person until all parties are vaccinated / provide proof
Prefer to never return to in-person
No in-person until a specific date is reached.
All Other Comments

Responses

27
22
22
18
16
16
13
5
4
117

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
Wide distribution of effective vaccine. Court should always consider participants' personal reasons
and requests to not attend in person based on health concerns.
Current safety measures dictated by whatever the current situation calls for are fine as long al all
persons comply.
If the debtor or creditor needs to appear, then in-person hearings would be appropriate; but the
current system of appearing telephonically or virtually for most all other hearings has been working
very well. For consumer attorneys this is a great money saver. Some of us represent folks of modest
means, as such we can keep our fees lower if we do not have to travel to and from 341 hearings,
confirmation hearings, law and motion hearings.
Comfortable now with masks
Now with proper precautions, such as, masks, cleaning and sanitizing, etc. People who are susceptible
excepted.
The health of my family comes first and foremost. I think the court should focus on health data. If
and when the court reopens, I think it should require everyone where masks and sanction counsel and
parties who do not.
Remote meetings has been a tremendous relief for solo practitioners in terms of time, costs and
convenience. Court hearings are also more efficient and hopefully more convenient for the judges'
chambers.
a. I believe in-person hearings are more important for hearings that are of greater importance, such as
a trial in a large case. However, appearing in person in a small, uncontested matter presents a barrier
to efficient justice. b. Unclear at this time. c. I don't think the issue is comfort as opposed to a cost /
benefit analysis.
Insufficient information to answer at this time.
Unknown.
Unfortunately, the Court cannot control people from acting stupid. I do not trust others I cannot
verify will act appropriately. I would like the court to be able to confirm whether someone has been
vaccinated or had covid already.
When pandemic has sufficiently subsided in area and others attending are required to abide by
applicable safety guidelines.
Once vaccinations are available on-demand to the general public.
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After Dr. Fauci officially states we can all return to normal pre-pandemic conduct
When I and my young children have been vaccinated or there is sufficient scientific data to prove that
my vaccination will prevent me from transmitting the virus to my children who are unable to be
vaccinated until clinical testing regarding the use of the vaccines in children has been completed.
After widespread vaccine distribution with CDC guidance that indicates such activity is safe. I would
leave it to health professionals to indicate when it is safe, and what procedures should be
implemented. I will follow the science and scientists on the issue.
Once the CDC indicates that there have been sufficient vaccinations to the public that Covid is no
longer a risk
I believe that it is easier to monitor in person court hearings as long as you keep tentative rulings and
don't require appearances unless necessary. As for 341 hearings, too many people in too small of
place and I think that given there is a general public with various viewpoints, in-person should not
resume for some time. Perhaps give the option for a Trustee to set certain matters in person but at
least it would not be a small room filed with 40 people.
I go to the grocery store, I can go to court for something important. I think that as the vaccine is more
available, live hearings should be phased back in, starting with contested evidentiary matters first. It
will take some Judge management to sort out what is best served by live appearances and what can
continue to be zoom over the next 6 months or so.
Even if the pandemic never occurred, virtual hearings and the like help reduce the high costs
associated with retaining counsel and it opens the court system to more people. Even if I am
personally comfortable to return to in-person hearings, that doesn't mean other parties/counsel/etc
will be comfortable. If they feel "turned away" from the system because of this, it is a disservice to
the court system.
Once teh vaccines are distributed, we achieve herd immunity and the CDC says its safe to conduct
business. However, my preference is to have remote appearance as an option even after the
pandemic is over,
I would not be comfortable returning to in-person hearings until there is a substantial decrease in
Covid-19 spread in the community. I would also be much more comfortable once I have received the
vaccine, but only assuming the vaccine continues to show effectiveness against all virus variants. I do
not think the the Court should return to in-person hearings until the virus spread in southern
California is at a level that allows effective contact tracing.
In person hearings should only be required in dispositive matters, so that there is less traffic in the
courtrooms. Zoom should be an option if both parties agree to it for some dispositive matters.
As an administrator, I can only comment on the 341a hearings. Having the matters held in person is
much easier. If the Debtors can wait in a meeting room, lobby or right outside they can be called
when it is their time. That way, there is distance. Debtors can also not come in the meeting room
until the time their matter is to be held.
I would not feel comfortable returning to in person hearing Until judges, trustees, court staff and
lawyers are all vaccinated. However I worry about my clients. A lot of them tend to have health
problems or they are elderly. I feel like the Bankruptcy Court got it right by pivoting to telephonic
hearings so quickly. I think many lives were saved and I’m very grateful� The court should require
masks and have extra cleaning protocols as well as hand sanitizer and limited occupancy, which makes
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it difficult if you’re appearing on a crowded calendar. Honestly I think until most of us are vaccinated,
it’s going to be difficult.
I dii ok my think there’s anything the court can do to make me feel comfortable attending hearings in
person. It seems completely unnecessary and the many pros of remote appearances far outweigh any
cons. It’s time for the court to realize this and make changes.
A. My children and elderly relatives. They must be vaccinated. B. CDC guidelines for "Herd
immunity" C. Mandated masks, proof of thorough cleaning
I think we should not have in person hearings until all adults have had the vaccine, such that experts
believe we have established herd immunity. We should also be mindful of issues of equity, in that
some litigants and their counsel will continue to have children at home in remote school and in person
appearances will be difficult. We should also consider that a rule that permits both in person and
remote appearances could be inequitable for those whose personal circumstances during this time
make it impossible to appear in court in person. This would likely impact woman negatively, such that
they would not be “in the room” for a period of time when perhaps their male colleagues have been
able to return, due to caregiver obligations.
I don’t think this is up to any of us. We must follow the CDC guidelines. I am not comfortable
returning to court until we have a significant HANDLE on this virus, a majority of people have been
vaccinated, and the various counties have reached safe tier levels. Several divisions attempted to
open when numbers were skyrocketing. That made many of us feel like the court did not care about
our safety. Further, the court allowed counsel to enter their courts, remove their masks, not socially
distance, and completely disregard the health and safety of others. That is absolutely unacceptable.
Just because your the judge with 15-20’ distance between you and counsel, doesn’t mean you should
allow such a complete disregard for the Governor’s mandates in your courtroom.
Distance. Let's get back already. We don't hug and kiss at the courthouse so issues are likely minimal.
Especially for staff and judges so far away.
reduce the number of people per hour. have only one meeting for every 2 hours, not one hour. wear a
mask. put a plastic barrier around the trustee and the debt
If it requires extensive pleadings. But simple hearings (status conference, RFS, etc) does not need in
person hearings. Save time/gas/money. I would be safe to return if Covid is gone but not if I have to
wear a mask and social distance. PLEASE KEEP REMOTE APPEARANCES! Thank you.
For routine 341 hearings, remote hearings are very helpful because of the distances many clients and
attorneys must travel. WRT Covid, I would not feel comfortable being in a crowded hearing room any
time soon.
I think in-person hearings should not be mandated, at a minimum, until those who will be in
attendance have been vaccinated. This is an extremely dangerous disease, and I am personally in a
high-risk group.
I suppose when the CDC says it is appropriate woule be the bench mark. I appear in matters that are
highly contested and a negative outcome would be detrimental to my client.
Safety. Being immune compromised, I am very weary of being around others during this pandemic. So
Zoom should always be an option
In-person hearings should be made optional. The carbon impact is reason alone. Also, the emotional
toll it takes on attorneys to drive all over town to get to hearings is an uneccessary requirement of the
past and doesnt make sense in today's world.
The court should look at the purpose of the hearing. In my opinion the purpose of the 341 meeting is
to verify the debtor's identity and take their deposition. The purpose of a confirmation hearing is
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different. Attorney's can show up either by phone or zoom at this point we all know how to do that.
Clients may not be able (for whatever reason) to show up by computer. The need for in person
hearings needs to be evaluated and the question asked why do we need this person to show up? If
they dont need to be there in person then let them appear remotely.
Remote hearings are simply more efficient, but should any party want to make an in person
appearance for themselves, that should be permissible.
the usual. Watch the news.The President removes his mask when giving a speech. How could it be
impermissible for attorneys to make a presentation to the court where everyone else is wearing a
mask and is socially distanced?
Ideally, more of the population would be vaccinated and the number of cases will be lower. If the
Court starts in-person hearings and the number of cases are high, then having requiring 6 feet of
space would be important, along with sanitation stations.
Based on my age and health concerns and those of my hisband and other family members and
inability for all of us to obtain the vaccine, I do not foresee being comfortable attending the court or
other hearings in person for the foreseeable future.
The circumstances under which I would return to in-person hearings are beyonds the court's control .
Control of the virus, mass vaccination, and enforcement of coinsistent safety protocals would be
helpful. But the real problem remians that there are still others who refuse to take the pandemic
serioulsy and flout saftey protocals. They would keep me from returning to in-person hearings.
limiting the amount of persons at 341a hearings requiring persons to wear masks having appropriate
air scrubbing/filtration at courts or meeting rooms
In-person hearings should only be resumed for contested matters requiring witnesses. Remote
hearings for all other matters have saved enormous time and expense of counsel during the
pandemic. We've all had a year of familiarization with the technology and techniques of remote
appearances. We should not return to inefficient practices.
The vaccines must be readily available to everyone, not just certain groups as it is now. There needs
to be a certain period allotted before requiring us to come back for the vaccine to have an effect.
a) Current state/county restrictions. b/c) Sanitizing stations throughout courthouse, signs for
distance. Also, in person hearings should remain optional, as different individuals may have varying
health concerns or underlying conditions, so they should have the option to appear remotely.
The term "pandemic" is defined as an infectious desease which has spread across a wider geographic
range than an epidemic, and which has affected a significant portion of the population. I would not be
comfortable returning to in-person hearings as long as the COVID infection remains a pandemic.
I would be comfortable returning to the court room when there is a better handle on the COVID-19
generally. Procedures that would make me more comfortable are regular and often sanitizing,
requirement of masks, limiting occupancy, better air filtration if possible and not remaining too long in
a room with multiple people.
a. further reduction in covid cases and reduction of i.c. cases in hospital. More compliances with
wearing face masks. Reduction in amount of people who can appear in court at one time.
as soon as the State allows for same
I think experience has shown that there is little need to return for in person hearings until the
population has been vaccinated and the number have decreased to a point that it is actually safe to
return to in person hearings.
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Follow medical guidelines as they are given to the public
a. Severe Reduction In Covid Cases Nationally. b. Same c. Restriction On Number Of People Allowed in
Court Room at any one time
The overwhelming majority of my matters only require a 341 meeting and confirmation hearing. If I
never had to go back to court for those, that would be the best possible product of this pandemic.
I would like to see remote appearances be the standard. It is more economical for the client, the
attorney, the court and the OUST.
Extensive vaccination and lower infection and hospital rates. Court needs to comply with health
guidelines and likely be more stringent
Generally, I think the premise/default/working assumption that hearings ought to be in-person via
"physical" appearance needs to be raised as a question to be answered anew. Otherwise, a pretechnology framework would continue to hamper, if not distort and dominate, any discussion about a
new technology framework, which is the world in which we all have been living in. As to providing
an option to appear in-person "physically" rather than via video conference during the pandemic and
post-pandemic, I found deeply troubling that in-person "physical" appearance was required by some
judges without taking measures in advance to not only reduce transmission risk but also enforce and
guarantee risk reduction practices by those in physical attendance. It seems as if a presumption was
made that there was no risk of transmission, and instead, the burden was imposed on those who
wanted to opt out of and be excused from in-person "physical" appearance. Notably, a similar burden
could have been imposed on those who would attend in person "physically" to prove their fitness to
do so, e.g. a negative test result, etc., but such burden was not imposed. The federal judiciary, as a
public forum institution for access to justice, should aim to operate in a way that does not impose
burdens asymmetrically on its users and take into account the fact that its users have, and face,
various risk tolerance levels. To the extent the bankruptcy court, as a whole, can implement uniform
practices across its divisions would be welcomed. Overall, I think the court should work towards a
new concept that both "physical" as well as "video conference" in-person appearances are "in-person"
appearances.
I have been very happy with the use of Zoom, and would prefer this to be the main method for
appearances. If we return to in-person hearings, I would not be comfortable until the regional rate for
new cases has dropped below 5% daily.
When the health officials generally provide a clear indication that the virus is controlled returning to in
person hearing is appropriate. The court can continue to follow the CDC standards before returning
to or requiring in person hearings. The protocals provided by health officals have been followed by
the court to date and will continue for the future. I think that the court should take this opportunity
to advance all technology for administration of justice and access to justice in this post pandemic
world.
Honestly - ready to Masks for now I don't think it would be right to force people who have comorbidities back into court as long as there
is a chance they may get the virus. So I think it would be best to have accommodations or just have
everything online until it is safe for everyone to go back to court.
Major reduction in Covid-19 cases.
I would be more comfortable coming back to court if I didn't need to stand in line at the Roybal for up
to 30 minutes before the officers can scan my bag. Please open both sides of the Roybal for the public
to enter, plus a third door in the middle of the entrance hall. Purchase four more modern scanners.
Authorize more officers at the entrances. Our community service officers and homeland security team
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are great, but they can't move the line any faster at present. Retain video appearances to keep down
the visitors to the buildings.
I have read conflicting reports regarding the efficacy of the vaccine against the new (and more
virulent) strains of the coronavirus. And I have not yet received the vaccine. Given the potentially
fatal nature of the sickness, I won't feel comfortable returning to in-person hearings until the
pandemic and its mutational ripples are completely over. Therefore, I think the Court should wait
until that point before requiring in-person hearings. Moreover, as I stated on previous pages of this
survey, I think remote appearances can be just as effective, and save time and money. Therefore, I
see no reason why the Court should make in-person appearances mandatory.
Have always been comfortable with in person, even during the pandemic. However, in this day and
age, we can all work more efficiently by appearing over phone or video.
I think the Court should try and conduct ALL matters remotely whenever possible. The saving of
expense to the litigants is extraordinary, and it allows everyone to be as efficient as possible.
Comfort isn’t the issue. I like the remote appearances and believe it is equally effective to being in
person. And it is a heck of a lot cheaper.
I am hopeful remote appearance will be the norm going forward regardless of covid19 unless the
court has a compelling reason to make appearances in person. Overall for the type of work I do
remote appearance is much more convenient and cost effective than in person while still maintaining
the proper procedures. In person should only be returned for things that can not be done remotely in
the opinion of the court.
Now that everything has been set up to do these things remotely I don't see why we shouldn't
continue doing it post pandemic to be honest
Calendars should be shorter so that there are not so many people in the courtroom at the same time.
Zoom and CourtCall should be allowed on all hearings indefinitely.
yes, if certain standards are in place
I prefer remote 341 Meetings and I believe this last year has proven that all parties can use technology
to accomplish our objectives. That being said... a. Covid doesn't stop me from doing what I usually
do. There's a 99% chance I'll survive if I get it. More likely to die in a car crash on the way to a 341. The
Covid Fraud is being exposed, with WHO revealing PCR testing is next to worthless. b. The court
should think for itself, and not rely on frauds like Fauci and Bill Gates to make our own health
decisions. c. Generally speaking, germs are good for you; they build up your God-given immune
system. Sickly people should take necessary precautions, but everyone else should go about business
as usual. So no, the Court does not need to do anything special as a result of Covid.
I don't find them objectionable. However I found the Zoom hearings much more practical. In
returning to "in person hearings I would have to think about that longer.
COVID does not appear to be going anywhere and insofar as it is around, why not err on the side of
safety for all when the Court has had no interruption in its ability to function so far? Also, it is better
for the environment and safety in general to keep folks in place and off the roads rather than traveling
(which makes the workday longer since we can't work in traffic and on a drive to a large extent).
Remote hearings save clients and bankruptcy estates money and allow folks with less flexible work
schedules to access the court more readily. If in person hearings are held, and I don't think they
should be unless someone can't access a phone or internet, it should be for very small and specific
calendar items like a single trial.
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Covid should no longer be a material risk of serious illness. If it’s reduced to flu level risk, back to ct.
After California or the federal government has determined that larger in person gatherings are safe. I
do not feel comfortable returning to in-person hearings prior to that time.
I will only feel comfortable once the public is widely vaccinated. I have an 80 year old mother, and a
family history of respiratory disease. I am very careful, but not everyone is. Some attorneys will take
every opportunity to appear in person so that they can bill their clients. This will create an imbalance
amongst attorneys who are not comfortable appearing in-person vs. those who do not care.
When thousands of people are not dying of COVID-19.
I'm not a problem. I'm antibody positive. I had cross immunity to start with. The problem is everyone
else particularly persons who are not parties but only witnesses. I just think that most in person
hearings are a waste of time and money covid or no covid. I would think of some way to make in
person appearances discretionary. The only reason why a lot of lawyers and judges would want in
person is because that's what they are used to. After my first remote deposition my conclusion was
that I never wanted to do another one in person.
I will not be comfortable returning until the pandemic is fully in check. I cannot answer the remaining
questions.
For those of us getting older, with at risk family members, this is a judgment call that cannot really be
answered yet. For now, I believe in-person appearances should be optional, with remote access
always permissible.
This question assumes there remains a need for in person hearings. In don't see it and prefer as much
as possible be done by video, phone, and on the papers. For me the greatest factor would be
scientists saying the response served have reached heard immunity. The court should listen to
scientists and not attorney comfort level
I'm a senior.
I think we've crossed the rubicon here, and for environmental and efficiency reasons we need to keep
going
If requested by the parties, the court should allow in-person hearings. If cause is shown for an inperson hearing , the court should allow in-person hearing as well.
I have an at-risk family member in my home. I have significantly reduced my contact with others in a
closed room environment. I would feel much more comfortable once I and my family have been
vaccinated. However, if required by the Court, I will return to in-person hearings so that I may
continue to represent my clients.
a. Infection rates in the immediate community; the safety of courthouse staff, including marshals,
clerks and those with whom the lawyers come in closest spatial contact. b. Safe distances, continued
mask wearing except during testimony, adequate room for all in courtrooms. c. Spread the lawyers
around the courtroom. 2 at the tables, not 3 or 4. Lawyer in the jury box, and in chairs placed 6 feet
apart in the bar area. If a full courtroom, have some wait outside and be called as the case
approaches hearing.
Unless the court needs to evaluate the in person testimony of a party for any reason, remote
appearances by counsel should at least be optional. It is not unusual for travel and waiting time to
become a large portion of the cost of representation in cases that are not handled pursuant to a flat
fee retainer agreement.
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Whether in-person hearings are necessary and the status of the pandemic. Even with masks, hand
sanitizers, etc., in person appearances create unnecessary risks.
There needs to be enough space so that parties do not have physical contact with other people. The
number of people with the virus should be declining and relatively low.
Factors: when it becomes absolutely safe to do so! Standards: official data by health authority Steps:
I'm not sure at this point
Significant and sustained decrease in infection rate, increase in vaccination rate.
When County Guidelines allow in person meetings
Remote hearings are far superior as they maximize efficiency and minimize time and expense for all
parties
I think in person hearings should not be required unless it’s important to the parties or the court.
I'll feel more comfortable once I'm vaccinated.
It sounds like it is going to be a long time before the world has the ability to protect everyone from
this ever-mutating virus. The question of whether to appear in person should be answered by the
counsel for themselves, not dictated by the court.
It's going to be a long time before I am comfortable returning to in-person hearings. I think COVID will
need to be virtually extinct. Also, I don't think in-person hearings are necessary - or even beneficial 99% of the time.
I love remote hearings. This is a very large area and it takes more than an hour each way to go to
hearings. That is a huge waste of time - especially for a 5 minute hearing. Remote hearings should be
permanent.
Significant reduction of Covid cases.
For the most part, I would make remote appearances the presumptive option. Certain types of
proceedings need to be in person, such as contempt hearings and certain OSC's, especially those
pertaining to misconduct. Certain types of dispositive hearings may call for in-person participation,
but for the same reason that it is appropriate to object to counsel testifying when arguing matters, the
demeanor of the attorney is not relevant during argument. I argued a case to the Ninth Circuit BAP
telephonically from San Francisco, and found myself feeling somewhat liberated and more able to
focus on my argument and the questions with which I was peppered by the judges of the BAP. About
the only thing that would make me want to resume in-person hearings is the loss we have
experienced of collegiality and socializing with our colleagues.
The court should take steps to eliminate in person hearings to the best extent possible. In person
hearings cause bankruptcy estate to incur high fees for routine matters. No in person hearings should
take place until a county is in the yellow tier as designated by the State of California.
I am not sure how to answer this. I have an 87 year old father for whom I care and see daily. I have
been incredibly protective of myself only for the sake of his health. I am not comfortable being in
gatherings of people, and I think until the vast majority of Americans have been vaccinated, and
perhaps even required of anyone entering the Courthouse, I will not feel comfortable setting foot in
the Courthouse for years to come.
unnecessary
no in-person hearings unless proof of vaccination provided by those participating and virus is virtually
nonexistent
Not at this time.
Wait till the pandemic is more in control.
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So long as the CDC considers there to be uncontrolled community spread of coronavirus, I would not
be comfortable returning in person to court. Even those persons receiving the Pfizer or Moderna
vaccine are not known to be unable to trasmit the virus - since the vaccine is a RNA vaccine, it helps
the vaccinated person fight off the virus, but it is unknown whether the vaccine helps reduce
transmission. Thus, even a vaccine requirement would not help in my view.
I would like to keep remote hearings as a permanent option unless the Judge in a specific matter
requires an in person appearance
I would only feel comfortable when we reach the point where vaccinations have been widely provided
and masks are no longer recommended by the CDC/Fauci, or other public health professionals
For prior questions, I don't see any Local Rule requiring a meet and confer prior to filing a motion (but
don't object to this, nor prior to disposition of a motion). (Other than for discovery
motions/stipulations.) Comfort level for individuals. No particular standards. Not sure what steps ...
as long as there are open seating, there is a risk.
if the galley seats can be spread out and limit the number of matters heard so that physical number of
participants is limited. ready to go now with these restrictions
After all parties have been vaccinated. Courthouse and courtrooms need socially distanced seating
and waiting areas that are frequently cleaned and disinfected. Masks of at least NK95-grade or higher
(N-95?) are mandatory at all times. Wipes/disinfectant at counsel tables.
When vaccines have been taken, and each person entering the courthouse signs a declaration stating
they have taken the vaccine. A vaccine card can and should be produced at the security area before
entering the building.
When more vaccines have been distributed. Vaccinations Allowing only vaccinated people (both
shots) to enter the Courthouse.
Q32
In your own words, what are the benefits that you see to continuing to have remote hearings?
The following are the top comment themes:
Parties save on not having to travel / parking / missing work
Convenience / Comfort for parties to appear remote
No benefit to remote hearings
All Other Comments

Responses
175
129
7
34

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
Keeping myself safe, keeping my clients safe, keeping my loved ones safe. It also helps with efficiency.
Fewer scheduling conflicts. Fewer appearance counsel. Better prepared counsel.
Continue to slow the spread of covid, makes attendance at hearings more accessible to clients and
students.
2. Reduced personal stress in not having to travel. 3. Recognition of the need to drop certain
officiousness that is no longer required for perfunctory hearings. (Submitting on tentatives with
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appearance required). 4. Reduction of personal conflict between parties in the court room. 5.
Dramatically decreased burden on non-attorneys who cannot take a half day off to attend a hearing
when their appearance may be required, but not necessarily needed to complete the hearing. ("My
client is in the courtroom in case the court has any questions..." 6. Ability for the attorney to better
balance work/home life. 7. Properly sorting those hearings that should be in court to those that can
be resolved quickly.
Avoiding life-altering health consequences.
Also, less tiring and therefore attorney can be more productive.
1. Increased attorney efficiency in not having to travel.
time and stress conservation in an area of law in which financial distress is at issue.
It is far more efficient for both the attorney's, clients and staff. It enables you to represent clients in
courts that are not as close but in the Central District.
Individual safety to participants and reduce spread of virus.
Some parties seem to feel more at ease without the stress of appearing inside a Court.
Staying alive and Virus Free.
Ensuring everyone's safety from contracting COVID-19 in the Courthouse.
I don't see a benefit to continuing them remotely.
Being able to devote more time to my clients rather than spending that time driving to and from
hearings. Being able to personally appear at hearings rather than sending appearance counsel, when I
cannot physically appear, being able to appear in court from home, the list is endless...
Less contact/exposure to Virus. Less wasted time. Savings to Debtors. Easy access for all.
Keeping the court, judges, staff and the public healthy. Again see my notes above.
Not contracting COVID
Ease of participation, lack of hours of commenting, ability to see the parties without being in actual
attendance.
In most cases it is just as good as in person hearings. A participant can work offline while waiting case
to be called. I get more work done now because of teleconferencing
Many are juggling multiple responsibilities. Remote work has been invaluable in making sure that we
take care of our professional responsibilities.
Access to justice; modernization of the court system; keeping up with the times; showing that our
federal court system is not outdated, and in fact, quite strong, versatile, adaptive and responsive.
Safety of participation
Protecting my health and that of my family.
Limit risk and spread of virus but allow court business to proceed.
Everything. I don't see a need for live hearings. All hearings consume unneeded time and effort in
getting to court and waiting for your matter to be heard. I cannot see a single downside except when
it comes to taking testimony
We can still conduct business. However, I want to return to in court/hearings asap for the reasons
previously stated.
Reduction of the unnecessary spread of Covid-19 to persons that can work remotely.
The current benefits are to keep attorneys and there clients from spreading the corona virus.
Safety
Lack of transmission of pandemic illness.
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The Riverside division covers all of Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. That is a huge area. I takes
me more than an hour in the mornings to get to Riverside - all for hearings where there is no real
issue. With remote hearings I do not need to have special appearance attorneys appear on my
behalf, which allows me to better represent my clients. Remote hearings are also better for traffic.
In the morning traffic is very congested getting to Riverside, in particular from the North, East and
South (not sure of getting there from the West - but that would mean going through Corona which is
always bad!). Reducing traffic and related pollution would be good for everyone.
Except for important contested hearings or matters that really require a lot of exchange between the
bench and counsel, in person is all too often a waste of time. All judges should publish tentative ruling
and indicate whether in person is necessary
My preference is to get back into the Courthouse. No traffic, no parking issues. No need to go
through security in the Courthouse.
Q33
What are the benefits with in-person hearings that are not available in remote?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Face-to-face benefits understanding / determine credibility
Interaction w/ colleagues / ability to cut deals in the hallway
No benefits
All Other Comments

Responses
71
67
36
78

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
All parties need to be involved. Phone and internet just increase the amount of fraud as anonymity
will give some people the opportunity to do things they would not do face to face
There is the risk that witnesses may be prompted off camera that could prejudice the case. There
needs to be some safeguard against coaching and coaxing through texting off camera. Maybe a
witnesses hands need to be kept in view of the court. You can tell from their eye movement if they
are looking down at a text or email or notes. These things are avoided by in-person hearings, but
are not insurmountable.
It is easier to handle documents and confer / settle in the halls.
The eye-to-eye contact with the Judge, which I enjoy. I'm old school and love to be in Court and
sometimes make deals in the hallways. However, the benefits of the remote attendance outweigh
the "pros" of going in person.
For high-stakes, highly contested matters, every point counts, and in-person oral advocacy is the
most effective. Also, meeting opposing counsel in person breaks the ice and can advance
settlement.
Unaware of any benefits with in person hearings, especially with 341a Meetings.
Clearer audio and Judge can perhaps gain nuances from live attorneys in courtroom.
Much easier to present and share evidence one the record
If counsel has cause to be seen by others, counsel can ask for special in court hearings with court
approval.
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It may be clearer to the client that they had their day in court in a significant decision, such as a
non-dischargeable judgment that will follow them for years to come. However, these hearings are
not common.
Seeing the other side. But more often than not the other side appears by courtcall so there is no
benefit. I used to think it was better to see the court's reaction to argument, but doing it by video
is just as good.
Nominal and can be obtained remotely. See ABA 2/18/20 article The Vanishing Oral Argument:
Why it Matters and What to Do About it.
Reading the judge (few unintended interruptions of the judge and vice versa), helping to
understand what is being said, and judging witnesses.
The hearings will occur. No other benefit I can see.
You can communicate by text with your client during the hearing
Witnesses can’t be receiving texts or having someone else in the room nodding or talking to them.
Attorneys spend time with each other and can talk with clients before and after, and meet with the
other side. Taking a recess to resolve matters is simpler and more effective, the Judge can send
you out to the hall. More matters settle, more matters get focused better. No one can be doing
email during a hearing.
There is nothing like physical presence. But it is not needed for most of these cases
There is no chance of technological issues making speakers hard to understand. Being able to
clearly see each other also makes for more effective communication, and less interruptions.
These issues can be mitigated by good technology, and video appearances.
Reduces reasons for not appearing
It's easier to assist a debtor in person when needed.
The matter can be handled in a more timely manner.
Vs health and safety? None!!!
Only benefit is for translators to make it faster to conduct hearings and clients that have difficulty
with technologies. If trustee feels case need in person attendance then they can request it.
Particularly in business cases, in person hearings allow for negotiations on the courthouse steps
among multiple parties. This can be replicated on Zoom (a separate Zoom from court), but it is not
as organic and the pressure of a recess in the middle of a court hearing often provides impetus to
settle.
Very few benefits other than for more complicated matters, with multiple parties, and pleadings.
See my friends and judge's in person. But Zoom is fine.
You get a better feel for the parties and the court. Social queues are not easily read remotely or at
all over the phone.
I like remote via Zoom
Presentation of evidence, impact of oral argument, and jury perception are likely different in
person. I do not try adversary cases, so I have limited input on this point.
I can stop for a Jamba Juice on my way back to the office.
Enough! This survey is too long!
In contested matters, facilitates the requirement that the parties go off the record and try and
settle. Oral arguments are more fluid and address issues more comprehensively.
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Clearer communication when it's a more involved issue (like Motions for Relief involving real
property)
It forces professionalism at a higher level. Plus the court can measure the parties and counsel
better.
Individuals may receive a fairer sense of justice accomplished if in person than remotely.
I cannot really detect any, save some not insurmountable or non-fatal technical connection
difficulties here and there - but an expectation of a 100% problem-free zone of for technology use
and incorporation would be unrealistic, and somewhat unfair, because even for in-person
"physical" appearances, that is not a 100% problem-free zone. The benefits of in-person
"videoconference" appearance outweigh any of those costs. Some counsel may say the
discussions that take place before and after in-person physical appearances will be lost. Not really;
rather, good and competent counsel will know how to adapt and those conferences will take place
more in advance, as a necessity if anything, which would in turn, be an overall benefit to their
clients. A reluctance to change the way things have been done should not be the leading factor;
instead, adding to the way things have been done is a plus, not a minus.
Submission Of Documentary Evidence is simply less Confusing.
For contested matters, in-person hearings are more organic. It's easier to read the room.
Real time disposition of matters
Communicate more efficiently and easily with other party and court, easier to show documents.
None unless its an evidentiary hearing.
Primarily, the assurance to the general public and the preservation of a fair process that does not
compromise the administration of justice and the determination of facts as can best be
accomplished by full view, open and in-person examinations. Remote hearings can not present
full visual images of the environment, or persons behind the video cam images displayed on a
computer screen. Furthermore, computer screen images are not detailed enough to reflect subtle
and tell tale signs of evasion, deception, and "body language". Establishing facts and seeking truth
is a daunting endeavor and difficult enough in-person without the obfuscations and limitations of
even the best of high definition computer screens.
Everything. Ability to understand the judge, ability to control witness coaching, ability to be
understood even if I mumble a little.
There are no benefits to an in-person hearing, unless there is testimony being given. In those
cases, the ability to see the "body language" of the person testifying is important.
Very few, mostly related to the use of exhibits during evidentiary hearings and trials.
Coaching of witnesses or getting answers from offscreen is the primary benefit.
Hard benches, strip searches by the Marshalls, delicious cafeteria food...
I do not see any except for matters that require multiple parties present, witnesses etc..
I think it's lies mostly with the trustees in terms of them verifying the veracity of the clients
statements
Can't drop a call or have a bad connection. Debtors may feel more accountable in person rather
than from their couch, thereby encouraging them to "remember" something they may have
"accidentally omitted" during their case preparation.
Contact with counsel and the Court; more beneficial for pure "evidentiary" hearings where live
witness testimony is required - such as also in a creditor meeting. The creditor meetings are much
more accessible to creditors and their counsel via Zoom because the cost of waiting, travel, etc can
be cost prohibitive for small creditors.
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Having done a remote evidentiary hearing, I can't think of any benefits other than the enjoyment
derived from chatting with colleagues around the court before and after hearings.
passing documents to other parties
For telephonic, people are often talking over one another because they cannot see people's faces.
Zoom solves that issue.
There is a lack of seriousness unless parties are required to appear in-person.
No connection problems.
see people who aren't speaking, although that is simply because the court doesn't provide multiple
screens, which it could. There is no technological reason why court appearances could not occur in
virtual reality.
sharing documents, and being able to handwrite revisions and agreements, are more difficult by
remote. But we ought to find ways to do better there.
see above. The process of law and justice is diminished by remote hearings.
No tech issues and easier to hear what all parties are saying
In-person hearings maintain the collegial nature of the attorneys' interactions with others in the
bankruptcy courts.
Ease and efficiency of process
It helps to have a connection when the hearing is very important, and essential where there is
significant testimony being given
Comparing video conferencing to in-person, I don't see any benefit to in-person except keeping
counsel and client from communicating "off camera". Comparing telephone to in-person, nonverbal communication is almost entirely absent when appearing by telephone. This can be
remedied by using video conferencing rather than appearance by telephone.
For 341's the benefit is the T'ee can more easily see the debtor. In trials, it is easier to
communicate and deliver documents.
personal interaction
More efficientcy
Judges have better control over talking, cell phone usage, other distractions, etc. Also, it's easier for
lurkers (co-workers, employers, children, etc.) to dial in to a remote hearing versus take the time to
drive into court, find parking, go through security, etc.
The experience, particularly as a younger attorney. "Reading the room" and seeing how certain
arguments are (or are not) swaying the court. The facetime with the court and colleagues.
Although somewhat inconsistent with my earlier answer regarding 341(a)'s, for hearings where
testimony is given, it is important to see the person testifying, at least to ensure that the responses
are theirs.
Occasionally, the trier of fact needs to observe witnesses testify in person to assess credibility. In
addition, judges' ability to impress their viewpoints upon inexperienced attorneys or attorneys who
engage in questionable tactics can be more impressive when the facial expressions and body
language help convey those messages.
emotions...responses...on the fly...not as overriding
In-person hearings are more beneficial for hotly contested matters including those hearings where
there is a self-represented party. Additionally, evidence and testimony including cross-examination
is best conducted in person.
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With in person hearings it is easier to establish rapport with the Judge and other parties. It is also
more conducive to settling matters in the court hallway
In person much better than telephonic for contested matters to see the reactions of the judge and
opposing counsel. Zoom is much better than telephonic for such matters.
See prior answer - meeting people in the flesh leads to serendipitous occasions, connections I might
not otherwise make. It's also more educational; I pay more attention to other cases when I've
traveled to the courtroom, as opposed to waiting my turn to talk on Zoom.
ability to present evidence, to avoid connection/disconnection issues, etc.
Verbal and non-verbal communications are sometimes better put across in person. Vibes, reading
the room, etc.

Q34
If the Court had reason to permit certain categories of litigants (for example unrepresented parties) to
appear remotely when others are required to appear in person, would that offend you?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses related to 'Yes'
Respondents stating, they would be offended
All litigants should be treated equal (this favors SRL)
All parties should be allowed to appear remotely
Not logical / doesn't make sense
Health issues or individuals w/ disabilities should be a factor
All Other Comments

Responses
156
31
10
6
3
23

Responses related to 'No'
Respondents stating, they would be not offended
SRL should appear in person as it benefits them
Except in contested matters, evidentiary hearings, and trials
All Other Comments

94
6
5
7

Below are the comments left by respondents from 'All Other Comments':
Comments (selected 'Yes')
Absolutely! Pro se people behave cery badly remotely and take liberties they would not take if a
Marshall were standing behind them.
Yes. Unrepresented parties can become abusive and make motions just to force a in-person
appearance.
Yes. I think the decision to appear remotely should be made by a judge given the facts and
circumstances of the hearing.
Yes if a contested issue or trial, confirmation hearing, etc.
seems inappropriate
think that could be abused
I would not like the distinction. Perhaps if it was a voluntary option.
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Even represented parties slow the process down. The process and technology issues would likely be
worse for unrepresented parties.
There will always be a concern about parity or one side having an advantage over another by
appearing in person. Unrepresented parties are probably those that should appear in-person, so that
they believe they got their day in court.
"Offend," no. But I think that unrepresented parties have more of a reason to appear in person in
order to make a more personal connection with their case judge.
Unrepresented parties probably need to appear in person more than someone who is represented.
So yes, I probably would not like that
"Offend" is too strong. Not sure of what reasons there would be, given that a pro se litigant is to be
held to the same standards as a litigant with counsel.
Generally speaking, since I am an old fashioned dinosaur, I am offended anytime the Courts permit
favors to any category of litigants except for very narrow exceptions based on physical infirmity or
disability. I believe that Courts should neither favor the rich or the poor. The administration of
justice should be sacred and applied to everyone equally.
I don’t find that offensive but I think the same exception Should apply to someone who Is disabled or
who will be severely burdened by having to physically appear.
would annoy
I wouldn't say offended but unrepresented parties are less adept at dealing with technology than
attorneys. However, as long as it did not delay the process for attorneys appearing in-person, I would
not have any objection.
Not offended at all, but wary of the logistics of some appearing remotely while others are in Court.
This is a technical problem that can be, or maybe already has been solved.
It would not offend me in any way. We should make it easier for self-represented parties to appear
remotely.
I wouldn't say "offended" but we should all be on the same page. Considering pro pers are usually
unfamiliar with court proceedings it would be better for them to appear in person
Maybe it should be the other way around. Unrepresented parties should show up, and attorneys stay
home. Attorneys must act in accordance with rules of professional conduct, ie Rule 8.4.
Unrepresented and unsophisticated parties do not share that responsibility and may not appreciate or
understand the penalty of perjury, which seems to me to increase the trustee's and court's
responsibility in fostering justice.
I wouldn't be offended, but I might want to object in a rare case. Since I would like to be remote I
would not object to someone else appearing remotely if I am remote. It would be difficult to fashion a
universal rule applicable to all rule to either allow or not allow remote appearances except that a rule
could apply remote appearances unless in person was requested by a party. A judge might require
justification for an in person appearance to prevent a party from requiring in person for the wrong
reason.
Very much so. Why would I be required to be subjected to the risk of a potentially lethal disease
when others are not.
It would not offend me. But I do think the credibility of unrepresented parties is likewise difficult to
evaluate remotely.
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Comments (selected 'No')
it depends on the reason for the different standards. I would assume that the court has "good"
reasons for these different standards, and so I would probably not be offended
depends on the type of hearing
It depends on the reason and whether there are reasonable alternatives to address the reason
It depends on under what circumstances and following what protocols attorneys would be "required"
to appear.
Insufficient information in the question to permit an answer
I think Trustees who are often appearing in cases with very thin margins or on cases with no money,
and who are assigned cases and do not get to chose them, makes sense. I think others should be
appearing absent extraordinary circumstances.
Not if the categories were reasonable; think we have that situation now.
Q35
Please tell us in your own words when if ever do you believe we should allow remote appearances or
other telephonic or video, and when should in court appearances be required?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Only when there is a contested / evidentiary hearing
All hearings should be remote
In-person should be available only upon request
The discretion of the judge to determine
All Other Comments

Responses
121
30
25
22
31

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
In prison or medically incapable of appearing.
only for people physically unable to appear i.e. elderly or disabled people. Required for everyone else
When parties are truly unable to appear. Medical or physical restrictions that do not allow
appearance.
Remote appearances should be allowed until the pandemic is officially over.
I could write a book
When counsel has to travel 3-4 hours for a 5-minute 341a hearing. (LA to RS, for example) When
debtors/counsel are sick
I am comfortable with a presumption that, in cases or matters below a certain dollar threshold,
remote appearances are acceptable, but when that threshold is exceeded, the litigant must make a
request for a remote appearance, which will be granted unless an adversary objects.
Remote should be allowed all the time unless there is a fraud issue.
Simply put when the science becomes clear that it is safe to resume in person appearances then they
could be resumed but not until then.
Most 341 hearings should be conducted telephonically.
They should not be required until we reach herd immunity
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SRLs should be allowed to appear remotely for all hearings.
A vaccine is a game-changer. Once critical mass and majority vaccinated in person is an easier sell for
law and motion hearings in person.
It should be consistent among every party, unless there is an emergency.
Follow medical guidelines given by the medical professionals
The only reason for in-person court appearances should be dealing with parties who do not follow the
remote/video guidelines and requirements.
When the County allows in person meetings
remote appearances should be liberally used for ever, and in-court appearances only when absolutely
necessary
at the very least they should be allowed for 341a hearings
If there is any question as to the veracity of the client Or if the situation is a bit complicated
341 hearings and other simplified procedures should no longer require in person...and THE COURT
SHOULD NEVER use Courtcall I do not like them and they have made profit off this pandemic
All Court hrgs and 341(a)s should go back to being in-person.
Generally speaking, I think the Court has done a great job pre-pandemic of allowing remote
appearances for most matters (non-evidentiary, unopposed, routine, etc.). I do think that there
should be consistency across the board as to which matters remote appearances are and are not
allowed.
Returning to the system in place pre-COVID would be absolutely fine.
I don't think anything is lost if appearances are done remotely.
Most matters could be handled by telephone as we have been doing for some time. The 341 hearings
should remain telephonic.
Remote hearings should almost always be allowed.
I think remote appearances should always be allowed unless there is a litigant in the case whose
particular needs (disability etc) would benefit from being in court in person.
I think that remote Zoom.gov appearances for Chapter 13 matters as I have seen them in Los Angeles
seem to work very well. I mostly appear on Chapter 13 matters and really like appearing in this
manner. Yes, I miss chatting with my colleagues but Zoom.gov, in my opinion, is the best way to
conduct hearings.
In court appearances should be required when doing so is the highest and best means of achieving
administration of justice. If a less burdensome method allows achievement of those means, remote
appearances should be permitted. In all cases telephonic or video appearances should carry with them
all of the formality of an in-person appearance. Attorneys and parties should dress professionally and
conduct themselves with the same decorum as if they were physically in the court's presence.
Unless non-verbal communication absent during telephone appearances is necessary for the court or
trustee, telephonic appearances should be an option if not the rule. Where non-verbal
communication is important to the court or trustee, appearance by video conference should be an
option if not the rule.
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Q36
What additional comments or observations would you like to make regarding attending hearings
remotely or any other issue or matter relating to the administration of bankruptcy cases?
The following are the top response themes:
Responses
Comments supporting remote hearing for the future
Request for uniformity / consistency all judges
Advantages to in-person hearings
All Other Comments

Responses

48
7
6
46

The following are the 'All Other Comments':
All judges should be required to look through their calendar and take the quick matters first. Its not
that hard to figure out. I have spent way too much time waiting through hours of arguments to have
my matter take a couple of minutes. Also too many judges always require appearances when in
reality no appearance is necessary. I don't think there is much to be done about judges who never
issue tentative opinions but at least the quick matters can be heard first.
I believe it would be helpful, particularly if the court posts a tentative, if the court can send counsel
to separate rooms for the purpose of discussing the matter and trying to reach an agreement
pending hearing. The ability to "go out into the hallway and work it out" is missing from remote
hearings.
Proper decorum among counsel should be observed even during video appearances, such a formal
attire, so as to continue to promote the seriousness of the occasion. Slovenly appearances and
behavior will diminish mutual respect among participants.
People need to wear suits, ties, and jacket for their remote appearances.
For appearances to be waived whenever possible. Some trustees have been very good about getting
matters resolved by consent in advance of the hearing and that is very very helpful.
Parties should be able to object to a remote appearance and trigger an in person hearing subject to
the discretion of the court. (E.G. "Notice of Request for In Person Appearance".)
I greatly appreciate the Court's accommodation of my health concerns and need to work and appear
remotely. I do miss the live aspect of practicing law, but my health comes first. Health problems are
private and uncomfortable topics, so perhaps that concern might not be as visible, but attorneys are
just as much at risk during the pandemic as our judges.
Remote hearings should allow others to listen in similar to being in court. Court can audio mute
others to prevent extraneous noise, but allow listen in mode so we can listen and learn from other
case matters.
I think the silver lining of the pandemic is that it is accelerating the acceptance of remote
technologies in business and law.
This is an opportunity to bring the court appearance process forward by decades. It should not be
measured by the logistical difficulties of quickly implementing the Zoom process to address the
pandemic. The system can be made even better and the savings of time, expense and stress to all
parties is enormous.
Covered it, there are benefits to the remote access, it kept things moving, albeit at a far slower pace.
But there is a big downside as well to the quality of court hearings.
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Nothing further, just want to thank you for thinking about these issues and trying to look into the
future to make it easier and cheaper for parties to use the court system.
I think this is a real opportunity to improve the efficiency of the legal system and provide better
service to our clients by making video court appearances a widespread practice.
Efficiency without the loss of the advantages of direct examination should be considered. Most
conferences and hearings can be done just as easily without going to the courthouse, going through
security and sitting and waiting when you can wait in your office and be productive.
Many SRLs are afraid to go into court; appearing remotely might be more comfortable. The downside
is potential distraction by children or others in the home.
I have learned that I can use a lot less paper, and provide even better service to my clients with all
the additional obstacles over the past almost year. I think remote hearings have made things a lot
more convenient for everyone, especially people who have had to move out of state immediately
after filing. I think the requirement of wet signature pages is really obsolete and only benefits
storage facilities and paper and ink manufacturers. I think the Court can start looking to technology
to make things more efficient and secure for everyone. I love people and I do miss seeing my friends
and colleagues in Court but I know my clients appreciate how available I’ve been since I don’t have to
spend hours going to and fro court and I can devote that time to more productive work. I truly
appreciate everything you have done to keep us safe. Wishing you all well and hoping to see you all
soon!
Please go back to Court Call. It is so much better than the system the state court uses and it is
infinitely better than the Zoom hearing I had to attend.
It has been life changing, for me and for my clients.
Some people just don't get when to stop talking and let others speak. Enforcement is easier in
person.
I think the greatest positive experience with COVID has been the ease of hearings being conducted
telephonically. I really hope it continues.
Allow us to share our screen so we can show the motion and exhibits quicker. It will assist the judge
too so they are not flipping through papers.
Let the Judges mute participants who are not appearing at that time. the problem is there are to
many people on at once. Maybe use breakout rooms or figure out how to remove people who are
interrupting.
All procedures should be conducted remotely unless there is a compelling reason to have an inperson appearance - such as testimony before a jury.
I really hope Bankruptcy Court is open to evolving with the times, taking advantage of technology,
and moving forward
Some judges are very resistant to remote hearings and must be convinced to adopt
Keep the standards high. Many lawyers focus on profit at the expense of quality and have no regard
for their image beyond their website. There is little legal training or mentoring today. Thus, it falls to
the court to set more of the standards for conduct and professionalism today than in the past.
Would be nice if the judges could use a breakout room procedure to force counsel to "talk out in the
hall" and confer during hearings to streamline proceedings and force resolution of disputed issues.
The COVIDS-19 pandemic gave the Court's a boost to implement technology---and not have Attys
driving for 30 min to an hour for a routine hearing that could be remote
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Thank you for doing this survey, although in categorizing they types of practice people have, you left
out a category for litigation attorneys. My practice involves primarily litigation, not necessarily on
behalf of just creditors or debtors.
I think the technology is available now for everyone do remote hearing except when a witness
examination is reguired.
I hope the Court does not make in-person appearances mandatory. However, if the Court decides to
make in-person appearances mandatory, is there any way to speed things up going through security?
When the line has been long, I have spent a half hour going through security. Perhaps after
conducting background checks, the Court could issue attorney passes to allow attorneys to by pass
security altogether.
PDF filing and remote hearings improve access to justice. The concurrent move of many university
libraries to internet databases has reduced ability to access legal materials. LA County Law Library
reference does a good job of providing responses to requests for some materials on line. Access to
reference sources is an increasingly important issue in court case administration in general.
1) I appreciate the court seeking input on this. 2) detailed tentatives make all appearances run more
smoothly and in most cases obviate the need for hearings. 3) freeing up time on commuting to
court, parking, going through security etc inures to everyone's benefit and may drive attorneys to
allocate some time savings to pro bono matters. 4) all attorneys understand the dishes of remote
appearances (technology failure, harder time reading the judged etc.) Parties should be allowed to
authorize attorneys to take these risks after understanding the risks and benefits. 5) reiterating, if
multi billion dollar cases in De and N.Y. can be filed without wet signatures, cdca will be fine without
them. 6) I suspect less people in and around the courthouses lessens the burden on security. I think
we all benefit from this, especially when federal buildings have been targets. 6) no prohibitions she
be imposed on the recording of hearings, with limited exceptions such as witness security. On a
practical level, it will make attorneys more easily able to review their notes and explain what
happened to clients. It will also allow the public a greater understanding of court procedures. Is there
a good reason for the prohibition?
the court should consider that remote appearances help attorneys provide the same service going
forward without having to increase the cost of providing the same service over time. I handle all
hearings myself and do not retain special appearance attorneys. doing the same work remotely
certainly decreases the cost of providing the service to my clients.
We should continue to monitor, particularly as technology progresses. Some day we will have 3D
holograms at the hearings.
I would really prefer that Ch 11 Trustees in this district get more involved in the analysis of these
cases - such as they do in other districts and states.
The pandemic has forced many people to make use of video conferencing and telephone
conferencing. The technology is readily available (cell phones, tablets, laptops, computers) and
inexpensive. The various courts could make space and equipment available in the court buildings to
self-represented parties for their appearances (whether before a judge or a trustee) without
requiring the use of the courtrooms themselves.
I am so grateful for the court's interest in our thoughts on this subject, and proud to be a member of
this Central District bankruptcy community. Thank you for your leadership, Judge Tighe!
The wet signature requirement is obsolete. Business is conducted all over the world with electronic
signatures, there is no reason the bankruptcy courts cannot use these as well.
I have truly enjoyed being able to appear before certain judges that required in-person appearances
in the past (since those require me to use an appearance attorney).
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There is always room for improvement.
It went okay, sometimes comical, but not a substitute for going to court.
Filing of the supplemental zoomgov notices adds additional time to the filing of documents set for
hearing.
Welcome to the 21st Century.
Thank you for doing this survey, although in categorizing they types of practice people have, you left
out a category for litigation attorneys. My practice involves primarily litigation, not necessarily on
behalf of just creditors or debtors.
remotely offrs a more convinient access to some hearings such as 341 when my file is clean and only
1 client it is nice and quick...going to a 341 for a 3 minute hearing is expensive and not so convenient.
and BTW no to Courtcall they have profited off this pandemic
If I have an appearance at 10:00 with one Judge, I canNOT appear before other Judges at the same
hour.
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